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WITH THE SALON:KA ARMY.—A RIFLE—GRENADE BURSTING AT THE HEAD OF A TRENCH.
(Official photograph. Crown copyright reserved.)
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The War IllustratEd, 6th May, 1916.

Rear view of some Turkish trenches at the Es Sinn position to the east of Kut—el—Amara. A friendly Arab is following the British
officer on a reconnaissance of the etrem y country.

THF, GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XXXV11.----The Campaign in Mesopotamia to the Capture of Amara
their far-seeing plans for aggression
the Germans had taken Asia Minor
well into consideration. and the scheme
of the Berlin-Bagdad Railway was the
principal menace to Britain's Asiatic possessions and prestige from_ the moment the
Deutsche Bank advanCed the money for the
launch of this ambitious enterprise.
With Turkey as an ally, and having
regard to the possibility of a Jehad should
the religious fanaticism of Oriental races
be aroused, the German dreams for
expansion and conquest east of Suez, at the
expense of Britain, were never nearer
realisation than in November, 1914. Enver
Pasha, the evil genius of the Ottomans, had
yielded to German overtures, Imperial marks,
and promises, and began to gamble with the
already bankrupt Turkish Empire. It was
inevitable, therefore, that this country
should send an expeditionary force to
Mesopotamia, ostensibly to guarantee
British integrity in the East, immediately
to safeguard the invaluable Persian oilfields.

I

N

New War in the Old World
Thus it was ordained that Mesopotamia,
the ancient forum of civilisation and conflict,
should resound to the din of battle, that the
eternal phantom armies of desert and oasis
between the Tigris and Euphrates should
take mortal shape again, that the drums
the dragoman ever hears on the stilly desert
air should be real drunts of new hosts
marching to battle. . Ghosts of Assyrian,
Babylonian, Greek, and Arab, who had
fought thousands of years ago over this
historic land, were destined to witness
another epic. Xenophon and his armies
who had lost their Way in the tortuous

region of the two great rivers, the traditional
boundaries of Eden's garden, might stand
stalwart and erect in the untroclden dust of
centuries and contemplate the new legions,
armed with strangely new weapons, and
mark with wonder-stricken eyes the great
white wings of the iron bird as it soared
majestically into space.
No Time Lost
Ender the aegis of sea-power, LieutenantGeneral Sir Arthur Barrett set sail from
India in the first days of November, 1914,
with an expedition made up of a division of
infantry, auxiliary troops, and light cavalry.
Each brigade of the division embodied a
battalion of British troops, the rest being
composed of Indian forces. The British
battalions were the and Dorsets, in the Poona
Brigade, the 1st Oxford Light Infantry, in
the Ahmednagar Brigade, and the and
Norfolks, in the Belgaum Brigade.
So promptly was action taken that when
war was declared by Turkey the Poona
Brigade, under Brigadier-General Delamain,
was already at Bahrein, with the balance of
the expedition under way from Bombay.
General Delanaain left Bahrein to assault
the fort of Fao, situated at the mouth of
the Shat-el-Arab, on November 7th. Operattog in conjunction with the troops were
. I.S. Odin, an armed steam launch, and
113,
a party of Marines. The attack on Fao
was carried out in a -businesslike manner.
Within an hour the fortress had fallen, and
was - occupied by l3rlEsh troops as a base
for the expedition.
Proceeding about thirty miles along the
Shat- el- Arab, in a varied fleet of
transports General Delamain's brigade

arrived at Sanijeh, entrenching and consolidating tho position while awaiting the
arrival of reinforcements from India. Though
several skirmishes took place, no important
attack was launched by the Turks until the
night of November 9th. This was repulsed,
the Indians following' up this success. by
driving the Turks front a valuable village
position.
The new brigades from Bombay arrived
in the Gulf and steamed along the Shat-elArab past Abadan, the headquarters of the
Anglo-Persian Oil Company, and joined
their comrades at Sanijeh.
News soon arrived of the movements oi
a large Turkish army front Basra, a city
renowned for its association with s'klic
Arabian Nights." General Barrett at Once
ordered the Anglo-Indians forward to ineet
the foe, who were encountered at Sahil.
The Turks had entrenched themselves in a
favourable oasis position, in front of which
stretched a barren plain, offering no covet
for attackers, and furthermore being in a
state of quagmire through exceptional rain.
Turks on the Run
Nothing daunted, General Barrett decided
to carry the position, and mobile guns on thE
river tugs, as well as the field artillery,
subjected the Turks to an effective bombardment. The enemy was clearly alarmed
by the efficiency and valour of this attack,
and retreated in hot haste, leaving 'I,5oc
out of an estimated 4,500 men incapacitated, or more than four times as many
as the Anglo-Indian casualties. After thi:
defeat the Turks decided to evacuate Basra
and a message came through that the
(Continued on page 268.
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On the ay to Kut Scenes in the Tigris Valley
r

Line of captured Turkish trenches at Es Sinn. The advance to raise the siege of
Kut—el—Amara was handicapped by the heavy floods and pestilential swamps.

"Ships of the desert" being loaded up with supplies and ammunition. Right : General Sir George
F. Gorringe, C.B.,C.M.G., D.S.O.,
leader of the relief force that, in spite of great odds, has gained such splendid victories along the Tigris.

Steamship sunk by the Turks to block a channel of the River Tigris. The Mesopotamia marshes, which delayed the
troops forcing
their way to relieve General Townshend, were notorious in the days of Alexander the Great, who lost his bearings among
them.

The War Illustrated, 6th May, 1916.
MESOPOTAMIA

(c7Z,d'2,3'7,'"

Arabs :were plundering the place. General
Barrett thereupon selected two battalions
to make a dash for the city, the 2nd Norfolks
and moth Mahrattas, to take possession and
protect the few British residents. These
proceeded up the river in two paddlesteamers, while the remainder of the
division was despatched across the plain on
the same mission.
Many obstacles to impede the advance by
water were engineered by the Turks. To
add to the natural difficulty of navigation
along the stream, ships had been sunk, and
batteries placed in concealed positions on
the banks gave considerable trouble. After
a slight delay the British troops entered
Basra without opposition. The German
Consul and some of his compatriots were
sent as prisoners to India. Basra was turned
into a British camp, and every precaution
was taken to deal with coming Turkish
activities from the direction of Kurna,
arther up the Tigris.
Fall of Kurna
Still pursuing the offensive, LieutenantColonel Fraser, with a detachment of AngloIndian troops, assisted by Brigadier-General
_Fry, with the 7th Rajputs and moth
Mahrattas, advanced towards Kurna, where
they jointly achieved a brilliant victory, investing the city and compelling the garrison
to surrender with 1,100 Turks and nine
guns. The British losses were a minimum
of some hundred and sixty killed and
ounded.
Thus, within a few short weeks, the
expedition had carried all before it as far
as Kurna. During February and March,
the Euphrates being in flood, operations
were temporarily suspended.
To make ready for a general resumption
c f hostilities., reinforcements moved, towards
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the close of the flood season, to Ahwaz and
Kurna, with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir J. E.
Nixon, K.C.B., who was entrusted with the
supreme command of the whole expedition.
The Turkish authorities having likewiSe
profited by the lull to draw up a plan of
campaign, to gather troops from military
positions along the Tigris, and enlist the
organising ability of German militarists,
three enemy artillery attacks on Kurna,
Ahwaz, and Shaiba were made on April i
1915.
-All thc.,, Way from Bagdad
Only in the attack on Shaiba did the
infantry take part, German officers leading
the Ottomans in open formation towards
the south and south-west of the British
lines, making„ however, but slight progress.
They managed to wrest a dominating
position a mile from the British lines, but
were finally dislodged by a furious AngloIndian charge..
Eighteen officers, three
hundred men, and two guns constituted the
enemy's price for this effort. Many of the
captives confessed that they had marched
all the way from Bagdad, and appeared
little better than starving tatterdemalions.
which seemed to prove that an ordinary
Turk, dead or alive, is of little consequence
to the Sultan w hen Enver Pasha holds sway.
To follow up their success, the British
command decided on a vigorous attack to,
drive the Turks out of their strong positions
near Basra, and on April girth a great
movement of the Anglo-Indian troops
towards Zobeir, a few miles south-east of
Basra, was the order of the day.
Fifteen thousand Turks, with six big guns,
were strongly situated in tamarisk woods.
Between the belligerents was a wide sandy
plain, affording no cover from the accurate
Ithrkish gun fire nor from the equally
ferocious sun shafts. Some of the most
glorious British fighting of .the whole
Mesopotamian
campaign occurred during
this battle. For five
torrid hours the advance continued, the
magnificent Dorsets and
i7th Mahrattas being
in the van, Charging
like men possessed, in
the very teeth of the
Turkish stronghold,
flashing their bayonets

in the noonday sun, the reckless courage of
tlise Anglo-Indians bewildered the Turks,
who fled in disorder to Nakaila. Many
Valiant British lives were given for the laurels
of this action, some seven hundred casualties,
among whom were Lieutenant-Colonel H. B.
Kosher, Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Britten,
and Major Wheeler.
Following the fugitive Turks by road and
river, many more were accounted for in
killed and prisoners, bringing their total
losses up to 2,500. This victory assured
the immunity of Basra- from the enemy, who
retreated as far as fifty miles from the city.
The country having been entirely cleared
of Turks and kindred hostile tribes, principally owing to the bad weather conditions,
nothing of outstanding importance occurred
until the beginning of June, when General
Townshend, with Sir Percy Cox, the chief
British resident on the Gulf, and a contingent
of troops proceeded along the Tigris as far
as Amara, which important city surrendered,
adding another seven hundred prisoners and
forty officers to our army of captives. The.
victory of Amara is probably the most
amazing example of amphibious warfare in
nistory.
Sea-Power in the Desert
The fall of the city was due to the use of
bellums, otherwise a type of punt about
thirty-five feet in length with two and a half
feet of boom, and propelled by poles._
During lulls in the operations Genera,. Nixon
insisted on the instruction of his troops in
the navigation of these craft, which were
to be used for transport.
The sight of this extraordinary flotilla,
consisting of hundreds of bellums following
in the wake of the three armed sloops, Clio,
Odin, and Espiegle, the Royal Indian Marine
steamer, rafts and other boats carrying fieldguns and munitions, must have struck
terror into the superstitious Turks, and it is
not surprising that they showed a clean pair
of heels at Amara, retreating to Kut-elAmara, about a hundred and thirty mile:
farther up the Tigris, leaving the British
expeditionary force in command of some
two hundred miles of the immemorial river,
thus bringing the original plans of the
Persian Gulf campaign to a triumphant
conclusion, entirely boiling up the Bagdad
commerce along the Tigris and saving the
vital pipe line of the Persian oilfields.
A. B. .

Turkish trenches from the rear. In his despatches from Mesopotamia Mr. Edmund Candler has written : " The Turkish trenches
at Sheikh Saad were of excellent design, being deep and narrow, and the troops could move quickly along them without exposing
themselves. Some were held by Arab irregulars." Inset above: Friendly Arabs in a trench somewhere in Mesopotamia.
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Britishe hr tugh the Tigris swamps

The progress of the Kut relief force, under General. Gorringe,
has been necessarily slow by reason of the swampy ground on
either side of the Tigris in the neighbourhood of Sanna-i-Yat,
about fourteen miles from Kut. The whole country in this renion

is sodden, and the troops have doubtless had to depend on bellums
for transport. This spirited drawing represents a British attack
on the Turkish trenches, our soldiers having to wade tlqounh a
fluid which is neither mud nor water.

-- there is any doubt as to the magnificent spirit
HURRAH' HURRAR FILIRRAH !!!ilf
of the British troops in France, let us contemplate this photograph, taken after the successful
action at St, Biol. Behind the lines a number of participants in the affair are malting merry
after the victory, laughing, singing, cheering, for all the world as if war were if Dank—

Holiday excursion and not a matter of life, wounds, or death, Such a picture as this
represents go isolated incident, but an everyday interpretation of the spirit of General
Hero's men, of the soul Of the Pont', and of the new Russian battalions who have lately come
froM east to west to make surer of being in at the finish.

71

The iVar illustrated, 6th Inlay;" 1916.

The `Fighting Fifth' Scores Again at St. Eloi

Fun and frolic after victory at St Eioi. Northumberland Fusiliers, or the famous " Fighting Fifth," trying on German helmets and
respirators captured from the enemy in the attack on St. Eloi.

Happy in captivity. Types of German infantry taken prisoners in the St. Eloi fighting. The foremost of them is wearing the steel
helmet which is now used universally by the belligerents.

The War Illustrated, 6th May, 1916.
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The ' ussian Eagles with the Rey, White and tine

Scenes of enthusiasm were witnessed on the arrival of the Russian troops in France. This photograph shows the uniform and
icng -ayonet familiar on the eastern front in the principal street of Marseilles. On the extreme left is the child mascot of this
regiment, who became a popular idol with the inhabitants of the great French port.

French cavalry drawn up by the wayside Salute their (Russian allies, who are about to fight shoulder to shoulder with the. Poitu.
The western front will now be held by three mighty allied nations, another great symbol of a great alliance.
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With the British Staff on the Balkan Front

General Mahon (centre), commanding the Salonika Armies, with Lieut.—Colonel
Cunliffe Owen (left), of the General Staff, and another officer, near a barbed—
wire entanglement.

Trench scene with the Salonika Army. Officers in a fire—trench. Inset above : " Tommies " preparing tea in the confines of a trench
hardly affording room for a fire. (Official photographs. Crown copyright reserved.)

The TVar Illustrated, 6th May, 1916.
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Stalwart :urghers Move on erman East Africa

Pay-day—and well-deserved. Burghers from South Al rice lined up to receive their hard-earned pay in a desert district during the
campaign against the Germans in East Africa. in the recent battle on the Kitova Hills the South Africans displayed great. bravery.

Trainload of armoured motor-cars on their way to the front in
East Africa excites the interest of the loyal natives.

One of. our South African batteries helping General Smuts to
conquer Germany's last oniony.

Worthy of each other. Gallant men and splendid mounts from South Africa who, after fighting under General Botha in German
Souttrilitest Africa, are now provingthpir,prowess with General Smuts in the more arduous and prolonged task of reducing
German East Africa.
- •.
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The ansion in Ruins and the Cottage Intact

To inspect the handiwork of the Huns. General Lyautey paying a visit to his ancestral home at Crevic, which had been destroyed
by the Germans for no other reason than that it was the beautiful property of a well—known chief of the French Army.

Who would think that this pleasant interior picture represents a French cottage in the Meuse, the scene of the most fearful conflict
of the war ? In spite of the danger, this French family, consisting of three generations, goes about its daily work and play, uncon—
cerned that the Hun is practically on the threshold, knowing that he must eventually be driven out of France by her devoted sons.

The War Illustrated, 6th May,
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French Sol ier oliticia 's A ieu to is o rides

Leading his men to the front line in the famous Bois des Caures,
Colonel Driant, Deputy for the Meuse, stood on tire parapet of
the trench, calm and collected in the presence of great danger.
As if safe in the Cl.;;:nber of . Deputies, the gallant soldier

politician delivered a short, inspiring address to his comrades,
concluding with the wards, " Charge, my children ! Long live
France ! " This was Colonel Driant's last adieu. It is believed
that he was struck immediately afterwards by a shell.
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The Hu an E placement e For the Glom of France

An outstanding deed of heroism and resource, among the many
recorded in the great French resistance before Verdun, was that
of two Zouaves with a mitrailleuse. The weapon having fallen
from its emplacement, one of the gunners, in order to keep it

blazing away at the Germans, went down on all fours, making a
stable support for the gun. This striking picture by an ally
artist represents the incident with a beauty and forceful dignity
of which French Mustrators seam to possess the secret.

TiceVat Illustrated, bth May,
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our Wonderful Ally near Louvemont & Vaux

French scouts creeping forward among the fire-swept trees to watch the enemy from a wood near Fort Vaux. It was in the
neighbourhood of Vaux, to the north-east of Verdun, that the Germans hurled the fiercest of their February onslaughts.

French infantry advancing on the heels of the disappearing enemy, after the successful counter-attack at Louvemont, north of
Douaumont, on February 25th. The figures in the distance are the rearguard of the retreating Germans,

The War illustrated, oteh May,
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Scenes ..in

The pathetic side of war. A pear widow of great age who had to abandon her home when the French military authorities ordered the
civilian evacuation of Verdun. She was carefully conveyed to a place of safety.

A "moving" spectacle. When, for military reasons consistent with their uaual wise prenaution, the French ordered the residents of
Verdun to leave the town, many tense scenes were witnessed. Above a Fronalli aolclier Is seen helping in the moving 0 furniture.
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THE BRITISH FRONT IN FLANDERS AND NORTHERN FRANCE The B t sh t ne ex ended n August 1915 was aga n
lengthened n March 1916 when is extent was p act cal y as nd cated by the shaded ne n the above map The German oppos ng
to ces we e est mated at 800 000 of a an ks w th over 3 000 guns

Destiny on the Move in the Balkans
By Our War Correspondent F A McKENZIE
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So e I taint xtre es in

,

e Transtort

Two of the portable searchlights which have proved particularly valuable during the constant night attacks on the Verdun sector.
Part of the intricate mechanism that works the searchlight is shown in the photograph on the right.

Tractor with the Salonika army striking a rough part of the road. (Official photograph. Crown copyright reserved). Right: Italians
carrying a wounded man along a narrow track over the Dolomites, where the transport of the wounded presents unusual difficulties.

A woman scavenger and (right) women " dustmen " in the streets of Berlin. Some ladies recently expelled from the German capital
stated that the streets of Berlin are very dirty, and that women are doing scavenging, coal—carting, and other very rough work.
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ease-Paint & Property-Box ear the Trenches

" La Premiere Danseuse " at a rest-camp revue, produced,
performed, and stage-managed by' Belgian soldiers. The
skirt of " Mlle," the star dancer, was made from straw.

" A Greek Pedlar' =Private A. Skinner. One of the diverse characters
in "Dick Whittington," written by Private F. Kenchington,
and performed by men of the Field Ambulance at Salonika.

Two beaux to " her " string ! "Mica" at the camp near Salonika, A Balkan idylf "Alice" and the author tete-a-tete among the
where " Dick Whittington " delighted twenty thousand men,
tents after a performance I Corporal E. 3. P.:lion as " Alice."

Th e W ar Illust rat ed, 6th M ay,
1916.

PIRATES ONE AND ALL! OFFICERS AND MEN OF THE NOTORIOUS GERMAN RAIDER MOEWE DECORATED WITH THE IRON CROSS.
It is paradoxical that while the German military authorities have commandeered
church bells, door handles, kettles, and even copper coin in circulation, to transmute
into the inevitable bullet, ron Crosses for valour, more or less, are still rained upon
whole battalions of soldiers and sailors. It is conceivable that the amount of metal
squandered on this most popular of German decorations would go far to supply the

Fatherland with extra batteries. This photograph shows the officers and men of the
notorious German raider Moewe, each and all of whom appear to have been decorated
with the iron emblem of Christianity for piracy on the high seas. It will be recalled
that the Moewe was alleged by the Germans to have sunk no fewer than fifteen allied
steamers before finding its way back to borne waters.

The War Illustrated, 6th May, 1916.
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The Bitter Cry for Guns
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

I

N the old days the Mercantile marine
was the navy, and if we had not
merchant ships enough in war we
hired from the Hanseatic League, just as
we hired soldiers on occasions from the
German States. Then came the period
when the mercantile marine had to be
defended by a navy while contributing
scarcely at all to its own defence.
Now the wheel has turned full circle,
and the mercantile marine is recognised
as an integral part of the national defence.
We have not been able fully to avail
ourselves of it owing to our policy during
the years of peace—which are years of
preparation—having been one of "laissezfaire," in which opulence before defence
has been the tendency if not the watchword.
It took Lord Beresford several years of
effort to induce the Admiralty and Board
of Trade to take up even the question of
signalling in thir,, mercantile marine, so
that the two sea services might communicate with each other at sea. It is the
business of a shipowner to make money.
If left to himself in peace time—and we
had practically a century of maritime
peace before this war—he will naturally
waste no money on specially strengthened
decks for guns, or the training of crews
outside the regular navigation duties.
Lack of Destroyers
It is not fair that patriotic shipowners
should have to compete with British crews
against so-called British companies em" Laissezfaire "
ploying alien crews.
means that we adopt the idea of opulence
without regard to defence. We all know
that this is the exact reverse of the
doctrine of Adam Smith, who supported
the Navigation Laws because they contributed to the economic strength and
defence of the country in war.
Now, there was the gravest reason after
1905 for considering the direct defence of
merchant ships by their. own resources.
The German danger had become obvious,
and the submarines had arrived. Both
facts pointed to the need of destroyers of
greater radius of action than those we
possessed, but for some years the Government ceased to build destroyers. They
also scrapped a great many cruisers
without replacing them. The only alternative was to provide some thousands of
6-pounder and 12-pounder guns, as a
reserve for all merchant ships- and patrol
boats in case war broke out. Mr. Churchill,
as First Lord of the Admiralty, said in
other words what Lord Macaulay Once
wrote as to the generosity of the House of
Commons in granting all the demands- of
the Government in regard to the Navy.
Reduction of Woolwich
There would have been no difficulty in
providing these guns, and the demand in
.peace would have strengthened our
resources. As a matter of fact, Woolwich
alone was reduced by 1,3,000 men in r906,
and i z-pounder guns were • taken. from
cruisers in 5907 to provide armaments for
destroyers. The result is that the Navy;
after twenty months of war, is still competing with the Army for the supply of
guns ; many merchant ships have been
lost ; our supplies and our Army transport
are gravely embarrassed ; and the submarine menace is of greater proportions
than, should ever have been permitted.
The responsibility of the Government,
and -of the sailors at the Board of

Admiralty for some years prior to the war,
is a very gra've one.
As to the war itself, there is difficulty
in adjusting the relative claims to supplies
tor, our Allies, our Army, Navy, and
mercantile marine, but there is none as
to which of our naval needs are vital and
which are merely useful. If many of our
patrol craft in the North Sea are unarmed
and not equipped with wireless, and many
merchant ships have no guns, then who
was responsible for employing naval
resources on such luxuries as motor-boats,
motor-cars, and monitors ?

nation, but of both soldiers and sailors,
their methods have only been very imperfectly co-ordinated.
Cases in Point
In the hope of bringing about this coordination, I ventured some years ago, in
the Press and at Lord Esher's lecture at
the R.U.S. Institution, to submit the
alternative names of Lord Kitchener and
Mr. Balfour as Minister of Defence in
charge of both services. It should be
remembered that England is an extraordinarily difficult country in which to get
things scientifically co-ordinated-. One has
The Ruthless Hunt
only to look at the multitude of charitable
The Allies are losing three merchant organisations to achieve the same purpose
vessels every two days, and the neutrals as well- as the little leagues with all the
one- a day. It is not merely the supply of paraphernalia'of brass plates; committees,
material, but the intelligence in- using 'it. and paid secretaries. Nobody can
We took guns out of cruisers at the wrong explain why they are separate. Everytime in peace, when we could` have built body will acknowledge that if they pooled
them. There are many cruisers on foreign their resources they could do ten times as
stations where there are no German war much good or evil, according as their
craft. Lei them give up their r2-pounder tendencies are right or wrong.
and 6-pounder guns for home waters, where
To suppose, then, that in England this
they can fight Zeppelins and submarines. perfection can spring, Minerva-like, into
Let us also recognise that the hunt craft, being is to be unduly sanguine. Even
which scarcely show their periscopes much, the Germans, the moment they got clear
must be left to local initiative, and not to a of railwaYs and sent a little expedition
centralised wireless system in Whitehall. to China during the Boxer outbreak, made
Whitehall's business is to see that in -no a mess of it, whereas the -thing is child's
section of the field is the hunt relaxed in play to us. curiously enough, all our
energy, but is conducted -to the limits of most perfect work is away from the office.
human endurance.
Whitehall had nothing to do with the
In some ways we had prepared. There evacuation of the Dardanelles, except to
was a reserve of Royal Naval Reserve delay it to an unfavourable period. Wc
officers and men ; but the policy of the have again some very finely co-ordinated
Government from about 1905 on was work by the Grand Duke in the capture
actually to reduce this invaluable force. of Trebizond, which I described when
Most of our older ships, all the mercantile Erzerum was taken as absolutely essential
marine ships taken over by the Govern- to the Russian campaign.
ment, and a large part of the boom
Value of Co-ordination
defence and patrol work by small craft,
are being manned by officers and men
The taking of Trebizond and the more
drawn from the mercantile marine.
western port of Platana shows how
beautifully land and sea operations can
The Government's Dilemma
be co-ordinated when directed by a
The difficulty, as I have said, has been to master like the Grand Duke. I pointed
give them guns, for there are the competing out some time. ago that these places
requirements in regard to material of -Lim, would be taken when the northern area of
land, sea and air forces generally. It is the Black Sea was free from ice and
not merely that they all vy ant guns, but amphibious operations became possible.
the Government had to decide as. to The Grand Duke now obtains immediate
which material requirements have the supplies on his right flank—the sea, good
most urgent call on machines as well as roads, and a forty-mile narrow-gauge
skilled labour. Generally speaking, a railway from Trebizond into the interior.
sound principle is that what is mobile is There - are
excellent landing - places
offensive, and what is stationary is de- farther west. Strategically, it might
fensive ; and it is: only by the offensive seem best to pivot on Trebizond and
that victory can be secured. It is only a Platana, and not advance farther along
seeming contradiction of this theory of the seaboard. Politically, however, there-" mobility preferred " that the defensive are sound reasons for driving the Turkish
is succeeding in Verdun.
population away from - the seaboard to
If we examine the situation more spread terror and famine where the
closely, we see, that the French during Turkish army and railway still hold the
the war scrapped the whole of their country in subjection.
permanent works and made Verdun part
of the regular mobile lines, in which all
AUSTRALIA'S. TOGA OF MANHOOD
would advance or retreat as demanded
by the strategy of war.
I feel glad that we have been privileged
While we are dealing with the land to meet here to-day to commemorate thosealone, the, problem of settling the relative glorious deeds by which you proved to the
importance of demands is fairly simple,. world that Australasia had put on the toga
and since the air operations over the land of manhood, and thought all things, even
are part and parcel of the Army's Work, - life itself, as dross when your country and
there is no conflict of opinion.
your liberties were in danger. We mourn
The complexity of the subject, as I the valiant dead, but they died- gloriously,
have endeaVoured to point out before, gladly,-,giving up their lives for their coon
arises owing to the diyorce 136tween the., try and their liberties. Their deathless
sea and: land, so that ,thUly:.. interests com- deeds Will yet be sung in sagas to generapete, and 'owing to the general ignorance . . tions of Australians to the end of time.—
of amphibious strategy, not-merely of our
aukizes, at the Anzac Luncheon,

1315.
2' h e W ar ill ust r at ed , 6 th M ay ,

THE WAR ALONG THE BELGIAN DUNES.—A striking snapshot of French Reserves
on their way to relieve their gallant comrades holding the trenches at Nleuport. Although
but little has been heard lately of this important sector of the western battle-front, which

A steeplejack hero. Belgian soldier, who
has won two war medals, with captured
German trench-knife.

embraces the Belgian sand-dunes and canals, our splendid ally has month by month continued to hold the line against the enemy. Although bombarded incessantly by the
enemy's big guns, these French heroes have never yielded an inch of ground.

To the front by horse carriage. A Belgian artillery observer about to set out on his dangerous
duties in a Belgian cabriolet, He is seen saying good-bye to a regimental chaplain who gives
him his blessing.

A welcome burden. One of King Albert's
heroes bringing in a machine-gun his
company have captured from the Huns.
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ritain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. R. A. SikUNDERS,
R.F.A. and R.F.C.

Capt. C. E. BARNETT,
East Surrey Regt.

Lieut. G. E. L. BOWLBY,
Lincolnshire Regt.

Lt.-Col. A. R. NETHERSOLE, Capt. the Hon. A. T. SHAUGHIndian Army.
MESSY, Canadian Infantry.

Lieut. H. T. BARNETT,
East Surrey Regt.

Lt.W. A. CLIFF-McCULLOCH
Royal Irish Rifles.

Capt. G. WOODHAMS,
Royal Sussex Regt.

Lieut. J. W. DAVIES,
Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

Captain R. A. Saunders, London Brigade, Royal Field Artillery and Royal Flying
Corps, received his commission as second-lieutenant in the Territorial Force, R.F.A..
July, 1914, and was promoted in the following December. He afterwards joined the
Royal Flying Corps, and obtained flight-commander's rank in December, 1915. LieutenantColonel Alfred Ralph Nethersole, Indian Army, received a commission in the Royal Scots
Fusiliers in August, 1888. He transferred to the- Indian Army in 1891, and received
his captaincy in August, 1899, TIn 1006 he was given his majority, and in. August, 1914,
he became lieutenant-colonel. For fire years from 1905 he held the appointment of
adjutant of Indian Volunteers, and from 1902 to 1905 he was an officer on the Staff. Before
the present war he saw service on the North-Western Frontier in the campaign of 1901-2,
and had the Waziristan medal with clasp.
-Captain the Hon. A. T. Shaughnessy, Canadian Infantry, was the second son of Lord
Shaughnessy, President of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Captain G. Woodhams, Royal Sussex Regiment-, had seen a good - deal of active service
with the Expeditionary Force. Lieut. G. E. L. Bowlby, Lincolnshire Regiment, entered
that regiment in December, 1914, and was promoted in the following September.
Lieut. W. Duff, Cameronians (Scottish Rifles), had been for some years connected with
the Territorial Force, and his lieutenant's commission was dated December 25th, 1912.
Lieut. F. P. Robertson. Lancashire Fusiliers, was a member of the London Scottish from1909 onwards, and served with them in Dune() froM September, 1914, to May, 1915.

Lieut. E. D. PRICE,
Royal Irish Regt.

Lieut. W. DUFF,
Cameronians (Scottish Rifles).

Lieut. R. B. SHERIDAN,; • Sec.-Lt. C. H. E. VARNDELL, Sec.-Lieut. A. W. McGREGOR, Sec.-Lieut. D. M. H. JEWELL
Queen's (R. West Surrey Regt.).
The Black Watch.
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.
R. Fusiliers (Public Schools).

Lieut. F. P. ROBERTSON,
Lancashire Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lieut. F. L. L. ROGERS, Sec.-Lieut. C. W. F. WOOL- Sec.-Lt. E. A. L. STURRIDGE, Sec.-Lieut. W. W. NICHOLAS,
Royal Field Artillery.
ROUGH, Bedford. Regiment.
Yorkshire Light Infantry.
Duke of CornwalPs L.I.
(Portraits by &mine, Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, Bassano, Lambert We5ton,)

Sec.-Lieut. H. DURANT,
Lancers.
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A PICTURE RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

Edited by J. A. EIAMMERTON

FIGHTING THE FLAMES OF VERDUN.—French firemen on perilous duty in th3 hsart of the danger zone extinguishing fires
caused by German incendiary shells in stricken Verdun. The cit./ firemen were kept busy day and night dealing with the fierce
outbreaks of fire in almost every part of the city

THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WA
XXXVIIL—The Advance on Bagdad and Memoyabfe Siege of Kut
N. the early days of Jelin, rets,
evidence was to hand of certain
dangerous intriguing on the part
of Ii'zince Reuss, the German Ambassador
at Teheran. The collapse of the Warsaw
salient, the aptia,rent inactivity of the
Russian armies in the Clueastis, and the
British deadlock on Gallipoli constituted
singularly favourable circumstances for
a Turkish partition of Persia. Piinee
Reuss:.had already, enlisted sympathy
for his'scheme from some of the Swedish
officers who had. control of about six
thousanctarmedpoliee„aforce established
by Britain. and Russia, for the purpose of
keeping the highways of Persia free from
pesfessional brigands, and nefarious.
nomads. This enterprising German aristocrat had hopes of gathering together a
sufficient number of armed men to bring
about a ra,pichconquest of Persia, and then
to throw overwhelming' numbers against
the Admiralty oilfields and the, right flank
of the British U.e.sopotamian Expedition.
It was, therefore,' imperative that some
great effort should be made to counteract
this conspiracy, some important victory
created to restore the Empire's prestige
once and for all throughout Asia.
Certainly the obvious plan was to proceed
to Bagdad, the City of the Caliphs, the most
romantic and influential centre of the
Old World.
The fall of Bagdad. would undoubtedly
have proved a tremendous moral triumph.
The effort, however, was foredoomed,
not through any lack of courage, determination, and skill on the part of General
Townsliend, but through a fatal misconception of the enormity of the task
compared with the handful of men to
whom it was allotted.
It must be borneirt mind that a garrisonwas essential _Mate north to keep the pipeline inviolate, and a large number of men
were required. for the occupation of the
towns running from Amara to Koweit, on
the Persian Gulf. (See map, page ixxvii,
No. 74, THE WAR ILLITSTRATED.)
Stammer in. Unlovely Eden.
BefOre any serious attempt against.
Bagdad. could, be made, a concentration
of Turks at Nasiriyelt. on the Euphrates
had to, be dispersed, these being in a
position to attack General Townshend in
the rear or drive,• into his flank.
At this time,: the height of summer,
climatic conditions in Mesonotamia were
beyond; mortal endurance. Ili . the desert
the temperature rose to rya:degrees, and
water was" as scarce as it was unpalatable.
The flaming atmosphere, buzzed front
sunrise to sundown, andi throughout the
night with pestiferous flies andiracisquitoes.
Britons, and even Indians, used to a
tropical climate, suffered terribly, and a
reeneral outbreak of sickness- occurred
in the ranks. The irony of the situation
was emphasised by the knowledge that
this identical spot was reputed to be
the sylvan setting of the Garden of
Eden. The Norfolks and Dorsets, dreaming of the rare beauties of their home
counties, coutcfj not but. discredit 'the
alleged glories lit;:' the- -bittlitilate.j.. of
civilisation, especially thow who were
detailed off to guard the date-gardens
and marshes in the Gardena of Eden, one

of the most arduous duties that fell• to the
lot of any fighting man. They were
certainly incredultrus: as, to: Eden's.
though, with chataeteristic luunour, they
christened some of the more important
thoroughfares Serpent's Corner, Temptation Square, and Adam and-"Eve Street.
After their defeat at Shaiba, on April
iith, the scattered Turkish units retreated
along the Euphrates to Nasiriyeh, and
were there joined bylarge reinforcements,
•
supported by heavy artillery brought
from Adrianople. The military value of
Nasiriyeis may be gathered. from the fact
that it is the junction with- the cross-desert
canal Shaft - el - Hai, running towards
Bagdad. With Nasiriyeh still in Turkish
occupation, an enemy descent on Basra
was ever a possibility,
of Nasiriyeh
The Turks occupied powerful entrenchments on both sides of the river, and strong
forces deployed along the old channel of
the Euphrates, which wends its way
through a wide stretch of water known
as Lake Hamar, to join the Tigris at
Kurna. Over this stagnant lagoon the
flotilla of bellums Was propelled during
the third week in July to within seven
miles of Nasiriyeh under command of
General Gorringe.
Two > brigades of the division disembarked on the west bank, while the
third_ was requisitioned to work through
the groves and= date palms_ on the left
bank. As a precautionary measure a
reserve brigade from. Amara, brought up
the rear.
On the morning of - July 24th the enemy
positions were subjected- to: a. smashing
bombardment by all the guns, that could
be mustered—howitzers,- flehlr. and
mountain pieces. The 2nd West Knits
advanced through the date-groves under
cover of eight machine-guns. Ins spite of
a withering Turkish fire, the West_ 'Cents
never wavered a second, stormed: the
enemy trenches, and got. to work- with
cold steel. The Turks, were: clearly
demoralised by this onslaught, arnbevactiated their trenches with.surprisinwalacrity
The rest of the brigade. then went forward
to support their comrade-se bringing up
fresh supplies of ammunition A peculiar
feature of= the Turkish trenches- was a
covering of matting which, though acting
asp a protection from the ferocious sun,
blinded the enemy to the extent and
vigour of the British :attack. After the
capture of further trenches and four loopholed towers, what remained of the Turks
retreated prscipitately, and victory rested
arms. On the other bank of
with
the river the Hants Territorials, emulating
West
Kents,
had met with equal
the
success; and shared with them the laurels
of the day.
Nasiriyeh was occupied on July zsth,
and a thousand Turkish prisoners, seventeen guns, five-machine - guns, 1,586 riflbs,
and a large quantity or aumaunition were
captured.
After the position at .Nnsiriyeh had been
rriaiie secure Gepetal Niliion .,began. to
Vansfer troops • to:'Xinararifi" order to
concentrate against the Turkish armies
collecting in the region of lint under
Nur-cd-Din Pasha: The Shattel-Nai being

unnavigable at this period, the sole means
of advance was along the Tigris.
From August 1st to September isnh'
General, Townshend and his famous
6th Division had advanced to Sanna-i-rat,
eight miles below the Turkish positions
before Kut-el-Amara.
Nor-ed-Din's positions were of inumnal
strength, extending for about twelve miles
astride- the river, organised with great
thoroughness as to barbed-wire, miligary
pits, dynamite mines, and communications. The river itself was blocked with
sunken barges and tangled cables, • a.
On- Septembetez6th General Townshrnd
advanced, having rapidly evolved' a' plan
to envelop the Turkish left wit& his
principal force; but, carrying out certain
manoeuvres :with the intention of deceiiring
the enemy into the belief that the main
attack would be made on the right bank.
A large force made a feint movement
and' a huge- dummy camp was erected,
but during the night a bridge was constructed, and, without the Turks knowing,
the troops crossed to left side of the river._
The action started on the 28th,. the
18-th Infantry Brigade under NfajorGeneral Pry> making a pinning attack,
and the 16th and 17th Brigades under
Brigadier-General Delamain working frontally> on the flank entrenchments of the
Turks, as well as moving wide round the
enemy's flank to attackbhim in the rear-.
The indefatigable Dorsets and. ristb
Mahrattas once more distinguished themselves in this action, being the first troops
to enter the enemy's trenches. By, two
o'clock in the:afternoon the entire northern
part of the Turkish position had fallen.
Magnificent Indo.firitish Charge
resting,
General. DelarnaM:
After
moved his column to the assistance of
the i8th Infantry Brigade, but a strong.:
Turkish reinforcement forced him from
his objective. The new enemy troops:
moved to the attack, and General Delamain's men, notwithstanding' the: fact'
that they were in a, state of fatigue
bordering on_ collapse- through incessant
fighting in furnace heat, rallied miraenlously at the prospect of getting- at the
enemy in the open. In one magnificent'
bayonet charge they rushed: tha Tusks
before them. Nur-ed-Din's men, fighting
with fatalistic courage, could not- withstand the inspired fury of the.. Inclh-.
British, and the Turks were routed.During the night the enemy abandimed'
his position, hurrying along- the Ti isr.
hank to his stronghold at Ctesiplione seine •
twenty miles-from Bagdad. The Turkish
losses amounted to about 4,000 men 'v 1 ',
fourteen guns, as compared with, is,213
British casualties.
Following up. this victory the riven.
side town of Anzio- was occupied, when
General Townshend's heroic division set
out on its fateful mission towards BagdW,
it being considered that these2:- POy
thousand men would be able to cardiire:„
this historic citadel, and link ups with
the advanced columns of the Russrans
in the Caucasus. By November ,1§,th
Zeur; -11a.Ving-falleri into British'
the attack on Nur-ed-Din's main defences
at Ctesiphon was imminent,
[Continued on page
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Mule and Camel Transport in Mesopotamia

Indians with Lieut.—General Sir G. F. Gorringe's force watering
mules at a well somewhere near the Tigris.

Indians guiding a reluctant mule on to a river barge. Inset: Camels being loaded up with supplies and ammunition for the Indo—
British force fighting along the Tigris. Although the capitulation of Kut was an important reverse, General Townshend's resolute
resistance undoubtedly diverted Turks from the Caucasus and facilitated the Russian capture of Erzerum and Tre'zizond.
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The ruins of this historic city, the
winter residence of the great Parthian
kings, were about to re-echo pith the
clash of arms. Apart from its strategical
importance, the Turkish commander chose
Ctesiphon for battle on account of its
Moslem • significance. In the shadow of
the superb palace ruin of the Arsacidn,
the modern Turk could be expected
to guard with fanatical fury the gate
to Bagdad which, though of Persian
origin, was a scene of Islam's traditional
prowess. As each insignificant unit under
Nur-ed-Din's command was conversant
with the Koran, so was he aware that at
Ctesiphon the mighty Persian dynasty,
had. bitten the dust, and it behoved him
to strike hard at the infidel once again
tor the glory of Allah.
Thirst Stays, TownshendOn November 22nd an Indo-British
Division went into action against four
Turkish divisions, and literally swept
them clean out of existence, taking eight
hundred prisoners and holding on to the
captured position till nightfall on the 24th.
Alas, that this victory could not be pushed
to a great finality, owing mainly to a
lack of water ! General Townshend's
division had no alternative but to
retire, after having all but achieved
its onerous task. The Turks pressed
on the retreating division in greatly
superior numbers- under the military
direction of the redoubtable Von der Goltz,
who died in harness shortly afterwards—
the victim, it has been said, of a Turkish
officer disgusted with the German tyranny.
Large numbers of wounded men, 1,600
restive prisoners, and the remnants of the
heroic legion, thanks to General Townshend's leadership, found their way back
to a bend of the river at Nut, fighting a
desperate rearguard action at Azizie.

29-2

g,000

enemy's casualties numbered
killed.
The last effort to communicate with the
besieged camp was the attempt of the,
relief ship laden with supplies to run
the gauntlet, but the vessel grounded at,
Magasis, four miles from Kut.
Throughout the twenty weeks of his
critical ordeal General Townshend's fighting spirit and cheerful temperament were
a source of encouragement and hope to
the men under him. He was well aware.of
the difficulties to be overcome by the
relief forces, but he kept up a brave.
defence, realising that he was diverting
the enemy from the Caucasus front and
facilitating the Russian capture of Erzaum
Difficulties a Relief' Column
and Trebizorrd. The messages from Kut
During December the Turks subjected to the outside world are eloquent of
the place to prolonged bombardment, but General Townshend's resolution to_ resist
their efforts to storm the position cost as long as it etas humanly possible:
them such a heavy price, in casualties,
Last Moments- at Nut
that Nur-ed-Din left" General Hunger " to
"'Going strong, everything all right,
bring about the capitulation of Nut, and
shall be relieved soon," he flashed out
waited his time.
Meanwhile, General Aylmer was fighting early in January, and his reply to , the
his way to relieve his colleague, and he King's inspiring telegram will go down
approached on one occasion to almost to history as a touching example. of
within sight of the beleaguered garrison. patriotic expression from a soldier of
The Turkish position at> Es- Sinn, astride genius in extre7nis. " It is hard for me
the Tigris, the northern flank resting on to express by words= how prolouitdly
the impassable Suwaicha Marsh, and the touched and inspirited all ranks,: aft my
southern on a tributary of the Tigris command have been by his Mainsty's
at Atab, was too powerful, on account of personal message. On their behalf and
the floods, to be breached: General my own'l desire to express to his Majesty
Gorringe himself, at the head of the that the knowledge that We have gained
wonderful r 3th Division from Gallipoli, the praise of our beloved sovereign will
carried the Turks' first and second line be our sheet-anchor in this defence."
But no sheet-anchor 'could hold out
at Unitn-el-Hannah and Felayieh on
April 5th and 6th, but torrential rain and against hunger, and Kut - el - Amara
resultant floods intervened, dissolving fell into Turkish hands on April 29th,
every effort. The advance of the relief force together with several thousand of the
continued, however, until April t7th, when finest fighting men who ever took the
it was as near as eleven- miles from its oath of allegiance to sovereign and
objective. Heavy Turkish counter-at- Empire.
A. D.
tacks took place on this date, and the

And then began the memorable siege—
the only long siege of the present war—
lasting for twenty, weeks.
Kut-el-Amara is no romantic city, of
the " Arabian Nights," where spreading
mosque and slender minaret relieve the
star-strewn Oriental skies, but as drab,
insanitary, and inconsequential a collection
of mud huts as can be happened upon
even east of Suez. The sullen Tigris all
but encircles it. Hardly a tree or a building intercepts the monotonous horizon.
General Townshend was to he relied upon
to • take every advantage of these natural
values, and he further strengthened the
position against the coming Turkish siege.

How Nor-ed-Din, the Turkish commander in Mesopotamia, reinfOrced his armies before Knt-et-Amara. Ottoman refierSele
proceeding along the Tigris on specially-constructed rafts flying the Crescent at the stern.
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Maple Leaf For Ever ! Canadians Crater Battle

Canada played a splendid part in the recent crater conflict at
St. Eloi, south of Ypres. Almost on the anniversary. of their
magnificent heroism at the beginning of the Second Battle of
Ypres, Canadian troops experienced another hour of test at the
craters that were once the German lines. Two hundred trench-

mortars fell round one orator in two hours!..The position revealed one 'bt-the most terrible aspects of the war. Time:fter
time the Clerrnans attacked ; time after time, amid the appalling
crashes of the bursting shells, they were repulsed by the
Canadians after many fierce hand-to-hand conflicts.

Units of British Reinforcements in France

Motor-cyclist rnitrailleuse gunners passing through a village of Northern Frame, muahto the interest of a party of Frenchwomen,
who have turned out to see this unique branch of the Br itish Army on the Continent.

Some of thenew British, troops in France:wearing tits•steeturneffnet, first4dapted totwastited 'usage,rir-eatir

has proved: air effective. guard against ffying: ettraforet Winters;

Fren&Wattler,

curd 'which

Paae
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Scenes at a Great British Cross-Channel Base

British transport on the quay at Havre. To the left four Tomrnies are convoying
munitions from the quay to the camp.

IThe bureau of the British camp at the famous French port.

Lining up for soup, the proverbial French course which our
soldiers have also found to be indispensable.

Waiting for the tram. An everyday scene in Havre, one of the
great bases of Britain in the land of our ally.

The 1Vur Illustratcd, 13(11 May, 1916.
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The First and Last of the ublin Revolt:

Sir John Maxwell, who was James Connolly, leader of the
Casement, renegade, and erst— Professor John WlacNeile,Vice.
despatched to Ireland with Sinn Feiners, who was taken
while British Consul, who President of the Gaelic League,
plenary powers to overcome prisoner by the Government was arrested in an attempt and the chief instigator of the
the insurgents.
troops,
to land arms near Tralee.
Irish Volunteers' movement.

Countess altarkievitx, a prominent woman worker= in the. Dublin reVolt,
enrolling volunteers. She was arrested with other leaders'.

some

ON the night of April rist an attempt was
made to land arms and ammunition on
Currahane Strand ; but these were seized, and
a stranger of unknown nationality was arrested.
The stranger turned out to be Sir Rog:;'.
Casement.
As a sequel to this sensation, serious disturbances broke out in Dublin, which soon spread
to alarming proportions. Backed by a modicum of German gold (and German promises),
several hundred Sinn Feiners attempted to seize
the city by armed force, wreaking great damage
to private property, and killing a number of
citizens, including women and children. The
rebellion was captained by James Connolly, and
supported by one or two personalities. of a
revolutionary temperament
Thanks, however, to prompt action on' the
part of the military authorities, the revoltivias
stamped out within a week—though, unfortunately, not before, several British officers and
a proportion of men were killed andwourided.
Over a thousand`insurgents were taken priSoners.

of the captured Sinn Feiners being escorted into confinement somewhere in Engfanti-underleBritish guard: its
489 rebels out of 1,000 'Irish captives had reached England by May 2nd,

many as

The War Illustrated, 13th May, 1916.
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Scenes in the Track of the Sinn Feiners

View of Sackville Strcet, in which the Post_Office
is situated, taken before the rebellion broke out.

Not:somewhere in France or Flanders, but the ruins of Sackville Street,
Dublin, now being guarded by the military.

Keeping a sharp look—out for rebel snipers who were barricaded
in a house on the other side of the garden.

Road barricade in the South Dublin area and a machine—gun
ready for the insurgents.

A civilian has to show his papers before being allowed to pass through _ Looted l The fate of a florist's establishment in
Grafton Street.
the barricade.

The hi' ue Illustrated, 15th May, 1916.
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Mortars and Soup-Kitchens I n the Verdun Front

Trench mortars in the French linettat Verdun. The fierce German efforts to forte a way through 'Verdun began an February 21st
but from February 2ffth to April lath the French line remained exactly as it was established four days after the first assault.

French army field-kitchens, carefully concealed In one of the many wocde behind thelines round Verdun: The French soldier has no
cause to complain about the regularity and quality of his meals, be the Crown Prince's futile onslaughts ever so furious.

2 h e War Illustrated, 13th May, 191.5.

The Crown Prince's Emblem of Good Fortune

One of the French positions in the famous Crows' Wood west of the Meuse which fell into the hands of the Germans in the Verdun
Battle. The 'fight for this sinister—named forest approached in fury the terrific combat for Douaumont. After changing hands
several times the Germans retook it on March 10th.

etatest photograph of the Crown Prince taken on the Verdun front. The horseshoe—appropriately the wrong way up—which was
varpieti on the oar failed to bring him luck despite the continued sacrifice of thousands of lives in the desperate gambler's

effort to break the French line.

The Mu; 111u.stratcd, 13th May, 1916
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Moments of Suspense with British Sniper Party

British outpost searching for a German sniper in the-ruins of
a farmhouse within the firing—line. Moving stealthily among
the ruins, exposed to any stray or, deliberate bullet, such duty is
highly perilous ; but it is all in the day's work. Official language
has a way of ignoring the romantic aspects of warfare and

deeds requiring an even higher individual courage than those,
performed en masse, that are of greater military significance.
So when we are told that " there is nothing to report" from the
British lines, many a brave man is fighting a little battle on his
own—an unrecorded though vital effort towards victory.
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Air Sickness ! Trials of an Aviator on Service

An everyday incident with the Royal Flying Corps in France—
aviators temporarily out of action, although uninjured, after
reconnaissance work on the western front. Owing to the rapid
changes in elevation necessarily experienced by- pilot and
observer, reaction sets in when they land, and the flying men

require assistance in getting to their rest quarters. However,
the unpleasant effects of the rarefied atmosphere quickly pass
away after they have enjoyed a good sleep. in this illustration
the pilot and observer are being assisted by. British Tommies
after they have landed in a somewhat war-scarred machine.

Par.1, 3
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Stand Steady Courage and. Confidence
By Our War Correspondent F. A. McKENZIE
E are rapidly nearing the culminating point of the
war. The Germans, anticipating a general spring
offensive by the Allies, have attempted to strike
before we were ready. The raid on our coast, the Zeppelin
attacks, the general, advance against the British front in
Flanders, and the futile attempt at insurrection in Ireland
are all part of one scheme. The enemy has been trying
to make us scatter our forces, weaken our main fronts,
and leave ourselves the more open to a crowning attack
at some selected point on our line.
These German plans come as no surprise. They have
several times been forecasted in TIIE WAR ILLUSTRATED
during the past two or three months. They were the
almost inevitable German military policy with things as
they are, and at the bottom they give us cause for confidence
rather than for alarm.

W

"Keep Moving: "—Germany's Watchword
What is the reason for the German offensive ?- The
question is soon answered. The Germans anticipate a
general advance and attack by the Allies on all sides.
They realise that such an attack may—I do not say `` must"
—crumple in their carefully prepared front line, and may
drive them back some distance in one or more fields.
Such a retirement, while it would not of necessity be fatal
to their cause, would be a bad bloW. It Would probably
induce some restive neutral nations to declare against her.
It would badly affect the German people, who are at the
moment buoyed up by confidence of victor'. The German
Staff realises—and rightly realises—that its best defence is
attack, and the loss e ven of several scores of thousands of
men may be worth while if it hainpers us and prevents us
from completing our plans. The Germans believe that at
Verdun, for example, while they have failed to capture the
position, they have inflicted such losses on the French as
will prevent a French offensive. In this they may find
themselves very much mistaken. But in the fUndamental
method of their campaign they are right. This is not a
matter for argument. It is an established law of war.
The German offensive gives us some cause for encouragement, because it is evidence that the Germans are not
sufficiently assured of their strength to wait and let us
exhaust ourselves in beating against it. But it is a warning
as well as an encouragement. It is the best proof that
the stories of an exhausted and broken army, which have
been so carefully spread, have little or no foundation.
Enemy's Shortage of Supplies
We have ahead of us the most exhausting and cos!lv six
17201701S of the war, NOW" is the one to stand steady, to
keep a firm grip on things, to refuse to be alarmed by
temporary sets back, and to redouble our preparations.
It is necessary for us, if the war is to be shortened, to
win some substantial land victories this summer. During
the past three months Germany has been feeling the shortage
of food acutely. We—and ha " we " I mean everyone
outside the inner circle of allied leaders—have no means
of judging the reserves of money and material of war
held by the German Government. If these are
Germany will take every possible step to make us think
them great, just as Japan, with emptied treasury and
exhausted armies, bluffed Russia for months after the
Battle of Mukden. But we do know, from innumerable
sources, that the food supply of the German people is
very scanty.
Unless, within the next few weeks, we succeed in driving
the German armies back from some of the conquered
territories now held by them, their shortage of foodstuffs
have been largely remedied. Poland is anotherWestern Canada for fertility, and the conquered districts
of France and Belgium are now thoroughly cultivated.
Given a reasonably good harvest, and allow Germanv to
retain her present lines, and her Zood probinn n-ill be
solved for another year.
This, obviously. we shall notpeeon
tt we can prevent
it. We cart only prevent it by a
movement. It

is well to bear in mind, however, that even should our
forward movement fail, and Germany secure the harvest.
her difficulties are not over. She wants much more than
food—leather, rubber, cloth of all kinds, cotton goods.
Her difficulties in obtaining sufficient supplies will increase
month by month, particularly now that the. naval blockade
is more Strictly enforced. But it would be folly for us to
rely upon the economic exhaustion of Germany as a
decisive factor in ending the war. The only real and
permanent end can come front the decisive defeat of her
armies in the field.
If America Comes In
In looking ahead, two fictors- must at this time be considered—America, and our Moharrunedan dependencic.s.
As I write, America is waiting the word that may mean the
severance of diplomatic relations with Germany. SeVeraRCe
of diplomatic relations will probably end in an actual state
of war. What will be the result of America coming in,
if she does come in, and if she throw's all her forces on out
side ? Many of the best informed authorities in international affairs—I am not falkittg of writers, but of statesmen—are convinced that America's adherence to us will
end the war within six months. This is, I believe, a very
optimistic estimate. Let us, however, examine the grounds
for it.
These authorities do not calculate on America sending
armies to Europe, and 1 ant not sure that they desire it.
They say that our overwhelming advantage would conic
from the additional financial strength, and from the increased supply of munitions. The lead of America would
be followed quickly by several other neutral nations.
America might well become the financier and the supply
agent for France. The moral effect of America's adhesion
to us all Germany itself would be almost incalculable
great.
The Loyalty of Asia
What of our Mohammedan and Indian dependencies ?
How will the fall of Rut affect them I Are they standing
true to us ?
Let us face these questions quite frankly. The fall of
hut means undoubtedly- a loss of prestige to us throughout
the Mohammedan world. But there is a great gulf between
some loss, temporary loss, of prestige and loss of all.
From
the beginning the Germans have worked strenuously and
without scruple to raise a Holy War among the Mohammedans and to organise even the meek Bengali against us.
How far have then succeeded ? Two or three Hindu
regiments have been shaken, notably one at Singapore and
one at Rangoon. At Singapore there was an outbreak,
Soon quelled ; at Rangoon the unrest was nipped in the
bud before it openly revealed itself. In the Punjab there
was some trouble in the winter of .1914-15. This trouble
had been organised months before the war by a Hindu in
California. It was in no sense an outeame of the 'W'ar.
In Calcutta there -was trouble, due to the Hindus returned
from Canada. In Ceylon there was a teligionsTiot 'winch
maladroit handling made to appear against us. It was
nothing of the kind. There had been Minor fighting on
,
the frontiers from fierce Mohammedan tribes, but the
frontier wars are alt\--at's with us.
When these things are recorded in this way, the' sound
very serious. - But when we compare them with the great
Mass of loyalty in - India, they seem very -small. The overwhelming, mass of Indian peoples have been true to us.
The native States and their rulers have done magnificently.
The "Mohammedan leader, the Aga Khan, has led Mohaininedan loyalty. The Indian regiments, from Ypres to the last
skirmish in Egypt, have won great honour. All things considered, the surprising thine/ has been, not the troubles in
India, but the fact that the troubles have been so smallWhat is true of India is still more true of Egypt.
We ha-ve reason for courage and hope, but no reason for
slackness or half-heartedness. The best we have is going
to be asked of us, and nothin7i: but the best and utmost will
d o . Stamid st cad N'
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A Shattered Sanctuary in

1110,tratect; 13th Mall; 1916.

the and Moselle

Thabeautiful church- of Magnieres in the Mearthe and Moselle sector on the wet front, which tO-day.stands roofless and in ruins
after being desecrated in tiva.coursa.o-f bombardment. This is one of many sacred edifices in Frenoe•whicti have !Ann caught in
thermaelefrom st`War, and whose sculptured masonry has-been shattered tryirigh explosf yew.,

The 1Var Illustrated, 13111 Huy, 1916._
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Men and Mules Leave Durban for the Front

As.
Departure from Durban of a contingent on its way to join General Smuts' forces in East Africa, thereto add to the laurels already
won by Union troops at Kilimanjaro, Meru, and elsewhere during the campaign to wrest from the enemy his last colony.

Loading mules at Durban with supplies for the Union forces in East Africa. General Smuts stated that the magnificent manner in
which the 5th and 7th Infantry stormed Reata and Salaita Hill through dense bush, and in face of the most stubborn resistance, on
Ailarciilth, was a feat of arms that will ever rank among the memorable achievemerts of the South Africans.
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illustrated; 13thf-,iftiy, 1216:

Impromptu Overtures to the Neutral Greeks

Members of a British military band march along the quay of the allied base in ,the Balkans, arousing much enthusiasm among the
inhabitants of the busy ancient Greek port. It is said that Salonika has never beettso-weil supplied with music as at the present time;

French military bend accompanied:by: trumpeters gives a stirring_improMptu performance at- Salonika to- thedelight of a hugs
crowd of townsmen. It is interesting to note-that tbsperfOrrnere arewearing3bwrenulation steel caenue in view of stOrner work in
the near future.

The War Illustrated, 13th May, 1916.
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Allied Anti-Aircraft Successes Near Salonika

German and Bulgarian aviators captured at Salonika when an Av'atik was brought down by French machines. Right: The French
airmen who forced the Aviatik to descend at Salonika, wearing the Military Medals with which they were decorated for their feat.

Memento of the prowess of French airmen. Another Aviatik captured at Salonika on view in the gardens of the White Tower.
Right: Motor—waggon to which a French observation balloon is attached and from which it is controlled.

Tense moments at a French shell depot in the environs of Verdun. The men were watching the approach of an aeroplane, undecided
as to whether it was friendly or hostile.

High Sea Neu& Motoring After U Boats

"fillsegrayheundifeofftbn Royal Navvy- *one of - the, fiat: m otor+
craft!: which guard' the coast,. anti-* inmt enetnyt stri
cuttl
throug40 the water, while on'
work: Dirty: aboa rtrtliese
naval auxiliaries--the' Reyat Naval- hifetOr-beat Roserver'—is,

rough and trying, but the- men who man them are- air fasibu—
elastic hunters of submarines and:mines. Their one.object,irt
life is to keep the seas- clear of'01 rate Graff ,,although it is not
easy-0 detett elusive periscopes from these fast motor—boats.

The War Illustrated, 13th May,
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The World-Wide War by Camp, Sea & Waterway

Thefat man of Mesopotamia—an item "Who goes there ? " British sentry examining
in the lighter side of the campaign.
the pass cf a native at the camp near Cairo.

Two jolly divers. Impromptu fun
aboard a patrol ship.

Naval petty—officer enjoying a restful cruise in a native boat on the River
Tigris. Right: The latest German war machine. Gigantic search—
light, on top of which is a machine—gun.

First—aid party aboard a British light cruiser using the
Neil Robertson" stretcher for hoisting an injured man out of a coal—
bunker. Right: French sculptor—soldier modelling the bust of a comrade in a French farmyard.
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How Krupp Guns Are Tested at Essen

Field—guns leaping over a series of,troversevrallt. whilebeing towed by:a locomotivea This is,one of,thaseverstests-to whit:frown,German gunaarasubjected at thegroet'Ptrupp,Warks3in order to maltacertain thettheir carriages.oan withstand heavy shoottos

New Krupp guns being hauled:by a locomotive over big stones' betide the track in the ordnance- yards at Essen. Right: Field,howitzer bumping over a round-beam placed acrossthe rails:

'resting

a new-fiefd—pun for horse,arttlfery over rough ground near the Krupp Worlarat.E-seen. These severetrietb`a1*made to
test the power of the guns' 'mechanism to withstand shocks while in motion without becoming deranged.

The War Illustrated, 13th May, 1916.
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Decorated for Valour : More o f Britain's Brave Sons

See,-Lieut. W. A. LYTLE, Sherwood
Foresters (T.F.). Awarded Military Cross.
He organised• a bomb attack, and led his
grenadiers with total disregard of danger.

Sec.-Lieut. T. TANNATT PRICE, Gloucesters(T.F.)., awarded Military Cross. He
entered German trenches, cleared them,
and bombed large parties of the enemy.

The Rev. E. NOEL MELLISH, V.C. During heavy fighting he repeatedly
went backwards and forwards, under continuous shell and machine-gun fire,
between our trenches and those captured from the enemy in order to "tend
and rescue ten wounded men. Three were killed while he was tending them.

L.-Cpl. E. COLLARD, Notts. and Derby
Regt., awarded D.C.M. for carrying a
message to the -firing-line, and, though
wounded, returning with the reply.

Qrtmstr.-Sergt. H. WRIGHT, Sherwood
Foresters, gained D.C.M. and French
Medaille _Militaire for capturing thirty
Germans almost single-handed.

Petty-Officer W. BRIGHT and (right) Ship's 'Corporal W. C.
HATHERLEY, both awarded D.S.M. While visiting the front-line
trenches, seeing a gun-team knocked out, they manned the gun at ones
and kept it in action most successfully.

Sergt. G. MITCHELL, Royal Highlanders
awarded the D.C.M. He drove the enemy
back 250 yards with bombs, bolding them
for three hours.

Pte. C. H. TUCKLEY, S. Staffs Regt.
awarded D.C.M. He crawled to enemy
trenches under 'heavy fire and obtained
a good report.

L.-COrpl. S. NEAL, S. Staffs Regt.
awarded D.C.M. He threw bombs during
two nights, although wounded, refusing to
leave until relieved,

Chaplain Capt. GREENE (centre), New Zealand Exped. Force, awarded
Military Cross for services in action. He is an adjutant in the Salvation
Army. Right : L.-Corpl. FEAR, awarded D.C.M. for blowing up a Turkish
redoubt. Left : Sapper Watson, who also gained D.C.M. in Gallipoli.

Sergt. E. W. LESTER, N. Midland Field
Coy., awarded D.C.M. He courageously
left the trenches and rescued several
wounded men

Saving a Comrade From, the [Alan's Lance

In spite of the• lull on the Balkan. front, affairs of outpost',
cavalry engagements, etc., are now. matters of daily occurrence.
A correspondent relates how a party of eight British horsemen
came across a troop of tilllane eighty strong. An engagement
against,such odds would have proved disastrous, so the British

cavalry retired. The last rider's horse, however, came-down
healthy, on the rough ground. Although the.Uhlans,were only
three.hundred yards away, one of the troop stop.ped Ms horse
stiorCand gave a helping hand to his comrade, dragging him up
behind him into the saddle.

BUR DIARY OF THE WAR
Chronology of Event,, April 1st to 30th, 1916
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" ARCHIE" ON THE OFFENSIVE.—Elevated French mitrailleuse in action against a Fokker on reconnaissance over our ally's
lines. To bring down marauding aircraft is one of the most gratifying successes in war, especially if it happens to be a Zeppelin.
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If. I Were a Ger
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Spy !

An Open Letter to the Fatherland by JOHN FOSTER FRASER
I were a German spy I would not run the risk
Y ES;theifbeing
shot some damp morning before breakfast in
Tower of London for nosing round public-houses
of

railway
near naval dockyards. I'd just talk to men
carriages, read the newspapers, and get some Socialist M.P.
to pass me into the gallery of the House of Commons, so I
might hear members tell Ministers what a mess they are
making of the war. Then I would be able to send some
truthful reports to Berlin somewhat in this style :
*
These British people are afraid. See how they have
blackened all their towns so that the Zeppelins cannot
find them. - They have no guns which can hit the Zeppelins
when they make a tour of England. The mob gets nervous,
and to calm the populace, who want somebody to be
hanged for negligence, the War Office sends out dummy
guns, which make the people quieter; but they are just
stage artillery, which cannot be fired when the Zeppelins
come. Which causes the mob to get more angry.
Table Pleasures Before Victory
It must be true that the British working man is a drunken
creature, because there was so much drinking in industrial
areas that the Government had to close all places where
alcohol was sold, except for an odd hour or two a day.
The workers buy whisky in bottles now instead.
The British talk a lot about making sacrifices for the
Empire, but every one who has the chance is getting as
fat as he can out of the profits in making things for the
war. Everybody is forcing up prices and lecturing everybody else on the need to save money. The working people
never made so much money in their lives ; their earnings
have increased enormously ; and many \vill be sorry when
the war is over. The big London restaurants are crowded,
and bands play, and people won't read about men being
killed because it interferes with their digestion. Theatres
and cinema shows were never so packed.
The Government is very much staggered, and keeps
issuing bills telling the English not to spend so much on
their stomachs. All these English say " Quite right I "
and now spend more money on their stomachs than ever
they did in peace times. They have not the valour of the
Germans, who eat potato-bread to show their love for the
Kaiser. The British Government always wants money.
It told the British artisan that if he lent the Government
15s. 6d. he would be given back 20S. in five years' time.
Shirkers and Conscientious Objectors
These British pretend to be grandly patriotic. They call
themselves " boys of the bulldog breed." At cinema
shows, where there are pictures of British soldiers marching,
they cheer. But lots of the young men won't fight. They
hide in factories doing work whic they hope will exempt
them. They do not mind the married men going, leaving
their wives and children in poverty ; but they won't go.
And the married men say they are willing to go, but they
want the unmarried men to go first. The Government has
had to take action to compel the cowardly English to fight.
Some men commit suicide rather than die, for their country
on the battlefield. There are many others who weep, and
say they do not like to kill people, not even Germans—
which is good. The British are not putting what they call
their " backbone " into the fight.
The newspapers keep fighting each other, just as they did
over politics. But they dispute about the war now. There
are constant appeals made that the young men should fight.
and that older people and women should make munitions.
But they are not successful. Englishmen will work for
England only if they get more than double the pay they
got when there was no war. A strange, callous people
these English !
At the beginning of the war the . English were enthusiastic ;
they paradcd their main streets and waved flags. They do
not do that now. Things did not go so well as they in
their conceit imagined, and now they are finding out the
truth .and arc very angry. They say disgusting things
about the noble Germans, and seem to think it is a mean,
unfair trick that the Germans should have big guns and

aeroplanes which are better than those in the possession
of the British. That makes them very mad.
The spirit of the hated English is shown in the way they
are all busy criticising one another. Even message-boys
laugh at the War Office—which would not be permitted in
the Fatherland. A lot of re-employed retired generals,
whom the English call " dug-outs," are managing the war,
and the English begin to think the war will never end
until those dug-outs are dug-in again. Big Ministers and
State officials quarrel in public. Politicians who swore
they would never say another word against each other,
and keep all their wrath for the Germans, have forgotten
to "strafe " Germany, and are now, in different groups and
on different issues, fighting one another like rival Red
Indian tribes. If they had their way, they would break
the British Empire and forget all about Germany.
Good Friends of Germany
Oh, these British are very much afraid ! Their Government do not allow things about the war to appear in the
newspapers until all the world and half England knows.
But that which half England knows is usually wrong,
because the Government will not let out the truth. And
then if anybody is caught telling the wrong story he is fined.
If he tells the right story he is put in prison for helping
Germany. Nearly everybody knows where the headquarters of the British Grand Fleet is, where there are
great assemblies of troops, towns devoted to the making
of munitions. Yet there must be no publicity, for people
would be told what they already know.
There is a number of Englishmen who have never done
a stroke or said a word for their country since the war
began ; they can be counted as good friends of Germany.
Others get into a frenzy because they are not so clever
commercially as the Germans, and instead of making
progress with the war they spend most of their time in
telling each other how they are going to prevent Germany
ever having any more commerce—for these British havo
a blind faith they are sure to be victorious. Men in thiir
Parliament, and everybody one meets anywhere, use very
bad language about how wrong things are going ; but
nothing ever clouds their faith they are certain to win. It
is shocking the things that are said in clubs and in railway
carriages, even amongst strangers, about the way England
is not getting on with the war. Even the Prime Minister .
is criticised. They keep on saying that Germany has not
the money to continue the war much longer, and then they
pull long faces about how much the war is costing England,
and wonder how long they will be able to stand the strain,
Longing for Peace Again
Berlin should understand that the British are a very
stupid people. They all want the war to be over—the
church bells would ring if there could be peace. But they
cannot understand anybody can win except themselves.
Their young women are wondering what they are going to
do for husbands, for the Germans are preventing a lot of
the English soldiers returning,. Their authorities do not
know which way to turn to raise money. Petrol is running
short, and the use of motor-cars for pleasiire purposes is
about to be stopped. Civilians are told to wear their old
clothes and give their savings to the Government. The
Government, however, cannot break its old habit of
extravagance. Trains travel in semi-darkness. People are
not allowed to turn on the light in the bath-room unless
the window is shaded—lest the Zeppelins drop bombs on
the bath-room. Folk are afraid to go out at night.
*
Yes, if I were a German spy in England I would give allsuch particulars to bolster up my belief that Germany will
win. But as I am a Briton, who keeps his eyes open to study
how things go, I sometimes marvel at what neutral countries,
for instance, can be thinking of Britain, which seems to do
many things, but in a crude though honest muddling-through
way. Uneasiness runs right through the body politic ; but that,
with all the confusions and blunders, does not switch the British
from the stolid, concrete belief that Germany will be humbled. It
is interesting to think how England must look to a German shy,
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Cheery Britons from First Line to the Base

Looking pleasant for the ubiquitous camera man. Stalwart
"Kitties" enjoying a well-earned rest behind the British lines in
France when " there is nothing more or less to report."

Military reverence for a funeral procession. British guard at
Staff Headquarters in a French coast town present arms as the
cortege passes along the street.

British officer congratulating the captain of a French team on winning a
hard-contested football match against British cavalrymen.

More happy Scots off duty when calm reigned in the immediate
vicinity of their trench.

In his native element. Crack Canadian shot from the Far
West busy sniping on the scarred battlefield of France.

Tommy to the rescue. Helping the fallen steed to regain its feet
in the slippery paved street of a French town.

1116.
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THE SPIRIT THAT MAKES FOR VICTORY.—Striking impression of the Loyal North
Lancashires in a merry mood. They are on parade for the trenches and are just about to
don the steel helmet which is now being supplied to all units of the army. In the centre of

.

•

the crowd a group of officers are entering into the spirit of the occasion with as much fun as
the Tommies themselves, supporting their helmets on canes and revolvers. (This official
photograph was taken by permission of the Commander—in—nhief and is Crown copyright.
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Great Naval Guns Speak in the Balkans

Not in their element, but handy all the same. Jack Tars
hauling a large naval gun into place somewhere in the Balkans.
Inset : Gun about to be fired.

Heavy artillery comes into action somewhere in the Balkans. A big gun at the moment of firing. (Striking official Crown
copyright photographs.)

The War illustratcd. 2Cth

1916.
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Lord French's Sister Decorated at Salonika

Mrs. Harley, sister of Viscount French of Ypres, after she had been decorated at Salonika by General Sarrail—who is standing on
her left—with the French Military Cross for her devotion to duty in Red Cross work in France, Serbia and Macedonia. Next to
General Sarrail is General Meschopoulos, the Greek commander at Salonika.

Fire and fury from a naval gun. The scattering of the earth near the muzzle by the explosion is shown in the photograph.
(Official photograph. Crown copyright reserved.)
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The Entente at Corfu and a Serbian Amazon

Some of the Serbian Army at their base at Corfu, refitted,
rested, and ready to take the field against the enemy.

Good food, rest, and the healthy climate of Corfu hays changed the starved wrecks of King Peter's Army into splendid fighting
men. British Tomm'ies and French sailors may be seen fraternising with their gallant allies. Inset: Slavika Tomitch, the
Serbian Amazon, standing in the centre of some of her comnatriots at Salonika. She fought thrauah the campaign in Serbia.

The War illustrated, 201h May, 1916.
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From City Boulevard to Battlemented Hill

French infantrymen on their way to be reviewed by General Gouraud. Marching with their gallant defenders and to the stirring
music of the band are two French boys and a mother wheeling her child in a wheelbarrow.

In the French line before Ver

n. A soldier about to fire an aerial torpedo under the direction of an officer. The smoke of an
enemy shell is visible behind the jutting wall of sandbags,

Pave
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Cave Men and Cavalry in the French Lines

Storing cases of ammunition in a cave on the French front. The French are fortunate in possessing many caves at various points
along the lines, for, being safe from enemy shells or aircraft bombs, they form perfect storehouses for ammunition.

French mounted outpost patrol, somewhat reminiscent of Cromwell's ironsides with their steel helmets, riding through a village
in the reaion of Verdun.

The War Illustrated, 20th May, 1916.
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War and the Spiritual Force of Slavdom

A miss—fire. Bomb thrown by a German aviator into
the Russian linos, but which failed to explode.

Russian may be said to be the most religiously
THEinspired
fighter among modern European
A war—time spread behind the Russian lines. Slav soldiers enjoying the
luxury of a table in a pleasantly screened corner of our ally's front.

Russian officer kissing the Holy Ikon, a religious custom of Our eastern
ally before going into battle.

nations. For the Tsar to declare a Holy War against
the Hohenzollerns means far more than an ordinary
racial conflict for ambitions and territorial conquest.
In their war against the Germans the Russians are
buoyed up by an irresistible spiritual force. The
mystical impetus of the Slav temperament is likely
to prove a great factor as against the purely materialistic attitude of Teutonism. The Germans may have
machined their way to Warsaw ; but though machines
counted in the first eighteen months of the great
struggle, mental and physical stamina, and a profound conviction that right only is might, will give
our eastern ally the will eventually to win back all
that she has lost, and a great deal more.

Still hot I Nose of a shellwhich exploded dangerously
near the soldier who is holding it.
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Pious Interludes Along the Russian Front

Consecrating sacramental cakes. Russian religious festival
in the ;rear of the battle-front. Inset: 'Canteen at a railway
station, where a number of Slav infantrymen were awaiting
welcome rations.

Breaking the fast. Great reverence for holy days is always displayed by our Russian allies in the field. Thus all religious
festivals of the Greek Church are scrupulously observed after the manner of the mystical and deeply religious temperament of
Tsardom in the battle-line.

The 1Var Illustrated, 201h May, 1916
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Bird of Evil Omen Flies Over the British Front

How the range of a British trench near Ypres was found for
German gunners by a Taube. Describing his experiences in
the fighting round Ypres, Pte. W. Roberts, the Border Regi—
ment, told Mr. D. Maxwell, the illustrator: "On one occasion,
at twilight, we heard the hum of an aeroplane overhead. Tha

machine—an Ettrica Taube—was flying low, taking advantage
of the uncertain light. Before we had opened fire it shone a
blinding light upon us, and passed from one end of our trench to
the other. Immediately the Garman gunners got the range w•
were subjected to a devastating fire, which lasted for five days."
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Austrian Aviator Saves Comrades Under Fire

A year ago the Austrians thought they would soon be sweeping
through to the plains of Lombardy. So far, however, only
their aeroplanes have got much beyond the Isonzo. In a recent
air raid on Valona one of the enemy's machines was brought
down by the accurate fire of Italian anti—aircraft gunners. The

shattered aeroplane fell into the Gulf of Cattaro, and the
pilot and observer were in danger of drowning. In spite of
cont'nued heavy fire the, pilot of the second aeroplane planed
down and rescued his comrades. With remarkable luck he
succeeded in reaching the Austrian lines in safety.

The Tear Illustrated, 20th May, 1916.
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Why We. Must Take the Offensive.
By Our War Correspondent F: A. McKENZIE

T

HE failure of the first series of German attacks upon
Verdun marks a definite stage in the spring campaign
of 1916. The German offensive upon the French
frontier city was carefully and secretly elaborated for
months before the blow was struck. The Germans overwhelmed the French front lines with comparative ease,
thanks to the tremendous number of guns they had concentrated on this point. They followed this up by rapidly
overwhelming the reserve lines and many almost vital gun
positions. Then they came up against the final lines of
main defences, and by a very bold stroke almost succeeded
in securing Douaumont. Had they won the day at
Douaumont large French forces would have been cut oft
and Verdun itself must inevitably have fallen. Thanks - to
the masterly generalship of General Petain, who was placed
in charge when the situation looked blackest for France,
the Germans were held here, and as the outcome of weeks
of fighting they are held still. New attacks are coming on
this position, but the first series of attacks failed.

Theorists and, the Deadlock
One very able and powerful school of military critics
urges with some show of reason that the failure of the
German attack upon Verdun proves the impossibility of a
successful offensive on the western front. By "successful "
is, of course, understood not the mere penetration of the
enemy lines in a spear point, but a definite breaking through.
There have been. three major attempts since last autumn
at advance by one side or the other Champagne, Loos, and
Verdun. Loos cannot reasonably be brought forward in
argument, because the great courage and push of the troops
there was discounted by failure in certain details of the
plans. Loos ranks to-day among the disappointments of the
war. In Champagne the French made a sustained and tremendous effort to go forward. They were backed by ample
ammunition and abundant men. Of the courage and fierce
zeal of the soldiers and the skill of the military dispositions
it is impossible to speak too highly. The advance was in
some ways a success, but it \vas a failure in so far as it
failed to get through the enemy's positions and failed to
drive liiin out of any considerable extent of French
territory. The cost was great, cruelly great, to France.
At Verdun the German military arrangements were
admirable. Looking at the attack as an outsider, one would
be compelled to, give high praise to the German plans and
to the impetuous courage of the German troops. A few
miles of territory have been gained, but the French vital
positions have not been touched.

dean Bloch's Opinion
Does not this mean, it is very reasonably asked, that the
task set before the armies is impossible ? Have We not
reached real, stalemate on the Western fornt ? Would it
not be better to recognise facts- as they are and to content
ourselves with holding our lines until the enemy is driven
by economic pressure into submission ? These are questions
that the man in the street is asking to-day. An issue has
arisen whith M. Jean Bloch—whose foresight and ability
as a military authority are more widely recognised to-day
than ever before—foresaw close on twenty years ago.
" War between great Powers," say those who think this way,
" is finally becoming impracticable because of its tendency
to end ha deadlock Hence the movement—the very real
movement, not only here but on the Continent—to delay
our spring offensive as a useless sacrifice of life.
I have attempted to state the case of what I may call
the " stalemate school of military critics as fairly as
possible. I for one frankly and wholly disagree with it.
Failure at Champagne and Verdun does not prove the impossibility of a widely-conducted offensive against even the
most carefully-prepared positions. The policy of waiting
arid allowing economic pressure to fight the war for us
would, I am convinced, certainly result- in an ignoble
compromise which would leave Germany's vital power
untouched and enable her to strike again later with even
greater force. The issue for us is not" Shall we advance ? "
but " We must advance—how shall we do it ? " We
cannot afford to wait indefinitely. The idea widely

entertained in this country that time is inevitably on our side,
and that we have only to wait to exhaust the enemy, is
a dangerous fallacy. Mr. Lloyd George well expressed this
truth when he said in his notable speech at Conway, " Time
is not an ally. It is a doubtful neutral." We must strike
on a large scale by land as well as by sea, and the sooner
we are in a position to strike effectively the better. Every
week of delay makes our advance not easier but harder.
The situation immediately ahead that must dictate the
time and method of the action upon the western front is
not the west but the east. We are apparently on the eve
of the great German offensive against Russia. The Germans
hope this spring to= complete their victory of last summer.
Then, thanks to our inability on the western front to
advance, they were able to concentrate almost their entire
forces on the east and to sweep the Russian front from
Mid Poland to the east of Brest. Litovsk. Their aim now
is not the frontier fortresses but the Russian capital in
the north, and the great Russian cities of Kieff and Odessa
to the south-east. Russia has, with amazing courage and
energy, reformed and re-equipped her armies to face the
coming onslaught. She is admittedly in a better position
to fight than ever before in this war. But it would be
madness for the Allies to allow Russia this spring to bear
the entire brunt of the German offensive as she did last
summer. It would be madness in a military sense, for
it Wou1 d be inflicting needless terrific strain on our ally.
It would be still greater madness politically, for such a
course could not fail to try the splendid loyalty of the
Russian people to ourselves and to France.

Factors in Mobility
One main advantage possessed by the German commanders in previous fighting has been mobility. This
war was in the start largely a motor war, the motor-car
giving troops a power of rapid movement almost undreamed
of before. For the Allies it is in the main a motor-car
war still, the automobile being the favourite means, particularly with ourselves, of moving supplies and men from
point to point. But for Germany it has ceased to be a
motor war since the days when the armies took up their
present lines in the west. It is for her a railway war.
She has proved beyond shadow of dispute that in moving
men and supplies the railway leaves the motor-car hopelessly behind for speed, capacity, and economy. When
'Von are dealing with a few thousand men moving over
new country and their supplies, the motor-car does very
well. When it is a question of moving great armies frequently over large areas of country, and repeatedly over
the same areas, the train comes first. This is to my mind
no longer an arguable matter. It has been proved beyond
question. Germany possesses a great advantage over
us in railway mobility. This railway mobility has enabled
her time and again to move armies rapidly from one point
to another and to concentrate her forces over different
points in succession in a great area in a way never
attempted before in war.

The Will to Conquer
This fact tells us in itself the first necessary condition
for a successful offensive on our side. Our offensive when
it comes must be simultaneous on all fronts., thus robbing
Germany at a blow of the advantage which her mobility
gives her. It must be conducted on the largest scale.

It must be pushed forward resolutely day by day.
To those who say that experience has proved such an
offensive to be hopeless I would point out one fact. The
German attack upon Verdun came within a hair's-breadth
of success. -Nothing but the great counter-blow of the
French at Douaumont saved the situation. If Verdun
came within a hair's-breadth of success, what reason is
there that our offensive could not fully succeed ? We
are to-day better equipped in guns than Germany. We
have at least equal supplies of ammunition. We are
stronger in men, and I for one am convinced, without any
desire to depreciate a brave foe, that we are superior in
resolution, in moral, and in, that fierce, unbending courage
necessary for victory.
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The Last of Zeppelin 20 Off Stavanger

Zeppelin L20, which was wrecked off the Norwegian coast. It
will be seen that the gasbag is broken in half. Left: Oar of the
shattered machine under Norwegian guard.

Three of the crew saved from the wreck being escorted ashore by
Norwegian officers. L20 was presumably hit by British gun fire.

Likcso much storm-tossed bunting. Debris of the L20 showing
framework and one of the propellers.

Last moments of the L.20, which came to grief off the Norwegian coast on its way back from a raid on the British coast on May 2nd.
The baby-killer was probably struck by shells, went adrift in a storm, and finally fell into the sea. She rapidly broke up, and what
remained of the envelope and framework was completely destroyed by the Norwegian authorities,.

191€
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DIOGENES UP4 T0,4 DATE.—On the Isonzo front officers of the Italian Army resorted to
barrel billets. The'difficulty, of constructing dug-outs in the hard ground can well be
imagined, and has thus been overcome in an incienious, practical, and comfortable fashion.

How Italian mountain-guns are carried up the heights. In some parts of the Isonzo the pathway is so rugged and precipitous that it is impossibleto uSe four-footed transport. The task
of moving guns from place to place therefore devolves upon the gunners themselves.

GC
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Off to France and Back to the Home Country

Celebrated band of the Scots Guards leaving Wellig6ton Barracks just before
starting for the front, there to " sound the trumpets, beat the drums."

Russian soldiers at a London hospital after
ascape from a German prison. Right: Con—
valescent Tommies greeting the Russians.

Back to " Blighty"! Officers and men eagerly crowding round the gangway leading to a " leave" boat that ie to take them for a
few days' rest in Britain. " Blighty " is the soldiers' nickname for England.
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Picture Stories from the Album of the World-War

Steel helmets compared. Soldier on left
wearing British type. Right: German style.

Naval surgeon " sounds " Marine with
huge stethoscope, a birthday gift from the
ship's company.

Lieut. Prince George of Battenberg, R.N.,
snapped after coaling operations on
a famous battle-cruiser.

Lance-CcrporalJ. W. Thomas, the second
member of the Durham Light Infantry to
escape from a German prison camp. He
was in captivity over a year and was
forced by the Huns to work in the coal- Iron model of Hun submarine mounted on base
formed of British mine, on Island of Sylt.
mines.

Welcome rest for meal in French trench.
The Poilu is wearing " trench " boots.

German sentry guarding two gigantic
French aerial torpedoes and shells.

Capt J. Macrae, D.S.O., B3aforth
Highlanders. When in command at a
critical moment by his coolness and
energy he saved the situation. He
fell into the hands of the enemy, but
escaped by the use of his fists.

French Tommies draw water for little girl
in Argonne village behind the firing-line,
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The Vivandiere: A Romantic Figure Recalled

Ths vivandiere, that romantic and essentrady French figure
egnspiciotis in Napoleonic wars, has dropped out of step with
modern campaigning, where marching is minimised by rail
transport and nearly every woman is engaged on more practical
if less picturesque work than selling cigarettes and liquor to

soldiers. There is an element of the old—time vivandierg, how—
ever, about this light—hearted photograph from the Frenchfront,
but the drummer—woman does not follow the French. armies to
victory. She is merely the deputy town—crier of a village in
Northern France in the absence of her husband with the Colours.

1915
The War illustrat ed, 20th May,

BRITISH COLLIER GETS BETTER OF U CRAFT.—An incident
which sheds lustre on Britain's mercantile marine was the success
of the collier Wandle against a U boat in the North Sea on May 1st.
The hefty coal—ship was attacked by the submarine with gun
fire and torpedo. The latter missed its mark, but several shells

struck the Wandle, whose crew cleared the decks for action and
with their sole gun opened fire. After the sixth shot the U boat
suddenly disappeared. Only one man of the Wandle was injured.
Inset: Captain of the collier being carried shoulder high by his
admirers at the Wandsworth, Wimbledon, and Epsom Gasworks.
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Bo bardments and ids
By Commander CARL YON BELLAIRS, R.N., M.P.
T
HE recent bombardments of Zeebrugge and Lowestoft,
the combined operations of the Russian land and sea
forces, and the certainty of operations around the Russian
coasts in the Baltic all suggest that this subject is one that
ought to be considered again. Between Yarmouth and Zeebrugge there is a very considerable contrast.
(Y.) A seaside watering-place and fisherman's resort.
(Z.) Guarding the right flank of the German Army ; a refuge
for German torpedo craft and submarines, as well as a supply
and repair base for them.
(Y.) No tactical and strategical island communications.
(Z.) A railway as well as an important waterway down which
small submarines, etc., can be brought.
(Y.) The fastest and newest German battle-cruisers risked,
while every shot fired is a portion of the gun's life, for a nonnaval purpose, and fired hurriedly into the town aimed at.
(Z.) Trawlers used to strew mines, while monitors, which
are useless for purely naval purposes, and old warships, protected
by nets, carried out a deliberate, methodical bombardment. No
important naval ships risked:
What Was the German Object ?
The contrast is sufficiently striking to show that in the one
case there is material military advantage sought at small risk,
and in the other none at great risk. The German object, therefore, must either have been tactical or psychological. In the
tactical objective a mine-field is laid, and submarines are placed
in what is believed will be the track of Beatty's fleet of battlecruisers, and the German vessels bombarding Lowestoft were
the bait. The trick has been tried before, and while it has so
far failed in its object, it has proved excessively costly, since two
German armoured cruisers have been lost, and three German
battle-cruisers badly damaged.
The psychological factor is indicated by the fact that the
raid synchronised with the Irish outbreak and Zeppelin raids.
With what the Germans would call " a good Press " in this
country, and a few noisy M.P.'s to help with " a good platform,"
these incidents of terrorism produce an effect out of all proportion to their military importance. The seat of Government

is in the midst of this Press and platform turmoil, and it is
hoped that the balance of judgment will be upset and eyes turned
inwards to internal defensive measures instead of to the vigorous
prosecution of the offensive which will win the war.
Still better if the naval plans can be upset. It is one of the
inherent disadvantages of the situation, from the German point
of view, that the chief British naval bases are entirely removed
from the susceptible centres of population, while, except for
such force as can be accommodated at Heligoland, the German
naval personnel at Kiel, Wilhelmshaven, Cuxhaven, and Emden
is always in contact with the civil population living on rations.
It is not a little significant that our one alleged naval failure
all through this war has been the air and anti-aircraft service,
and this lack of naval efficiency is localised to those parts in
close contact with the civil population.
German Psychology and British Rasolve
The German General Staff realises that it is only by British
public opinion working on Whitehall that they can disorganise
the naval and military plans which press against her. They
cannot warp the judgment of the silent, watchful men in the
North, who, by means of every kind of craft from Dreadnoughts
to mere motor-boats, arc carrying out the most absolute blockade
in the world's history so far as the Navy is concerned. Every
ship is intercepted, and if any go through, it is by the leave of the
Foreign Office.
For Whitehall to be able to do its duty by those men it must
have in authority resolute statesmen, few in numbers, to
whom the public will look with such confidence that it will
scorn the idea of trooping off to Albert Halls for the purpose
of constraining their line of action.
So far as we know, the German squadron has not suffered by
its raid on Lowestoft. If precedent is followed, it will try next
time farther north, as it did before against Hartlepool, Whitby,
and Scarborough, when it escaped a naval action through the
mist. The Hartlepool raid came six weeks after the Yarmouth
one, and both bombardments took place in the early morning.
I am not suggesting that the Admiralty can be blindly and
implicitly trusted in these matters. In its plans before- the
war, and subsequently, it has not always realised that the
only condition on which the strategical plan to hold both exits
of the North Sea with our main forces could be made to work,
___ _ _________
202 h
so as to give the greatest safety to this country and relief to the
foie
army, coast defences, and anti-aircraft arrangements, was a
most perfect system of acquiring information.
Where Zeppelins Count
For this purpose we should have denied the waters, by means
of mines, as much as possible to our enemy, while acquriing
GI(
them for ourselves. A few rigid airships associated with floating
s
The Skew
raft would have been mere than a match for twice as many
eppelias and a n eaker force of floating craft. We had no
such airships, and consequently, in such weather as the end of
April, the Germans had far the best of the information. Our
material output was handled by men ignorant of history, and
onsequently, was largely wasted. As shown in a letter read
recently in the House of Commons by Mr. Pemberton-Billing,
after twenty months of war sonic patrol boats were still without
guns and wireless. It is surely the case that this has been
rectified since, and it is noteworthy about a certain class of
revelationwhich ought never to be made until private representations have been tried—that they have a way of coming in
this very dramatic manner precisely when the Government are
about to remedy the defects. In any case, these North Sea lines
of patrol are in the direct path of the German raids on our coasts
and shipping, whether from floating craft, Zeppelins, or submarines. Consequently, they are an important factor in preventing the Germans getting information, while acquiring it
for ourselves. Without information, it is the experience of war
that tells us that few care to embark ofi hostile acts, and as
Diindonald well said, " There is no security equal to that which
may be obtained by putting it out of the power of an enemy tc
execute hostile intentions."
This is expecially true of Zeppelins. When they come towards
our coast they have great difficulty in ascertaining their position,
even from a lightship, unless a submarine signals to them.
The patrol should wireless their approach, force them by gun fire
to fly high, and hunt for the co-operating submarines.
The raids by fast battle-cruisers have no such justification.
Copyright
The ships, if lost, cannot be replaced in this war ; and in a raid
The War Mustn't
they May be sunk, like the Blucher, in an operation of no naval
Strategical chart of the North Sea. The relative positions cf
value. If Germany chooses to use her very best and fastest
places are given correctly with the distances (in sea miles) as
the crow flies. It will be seen from the chart how much
ships for such a purpose, we have no cause to quarrel with her,
easier it is to intercept a fast squadron operating against
and the very poverty of our North Sea arrangement§ in the past
Hartlepool, say, than one attacking Yarmouth. The Germans
may stand us in good stead if they tempt her once too often.
only stepped twenty minutes at Yarmouth and Lowestoft
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Decorated for Valour More of Britain's Bravest

L.-Corpl. HATHAWAY, South Staf- Corpl. R. MORETON, Royal Engineers Pte. L. E. ADAMS, Army Service L.-Corpl. W. A. GOODE, Royal
iordshire Regt., who was awarded (T.F.). Awarded D.C.M. for bravery Corps. Gained D.C.M. for rescuing Engineers. Awarded D.C.M. for his
the D.C.M. for courageous work in in taking charge of a section under wounded under heavy shell fire and bravery in repairing telephone wires
under fierce fire.
saving his ambulance car.
heavy fire, and attending wounded.
action at Loos.
•

3ergt. J. A. BATE, King's Shropshire Sergt. H. - BARRACLOUGH. R.E Sergt. J. W. COXON, Somerset L.I. Capt. E. M. TdURRAY, Queen
L.1, Awarded D.C.M. for his gallant Awarded D.C.M. for bravery in the field. Awarded D.C.M. for raiding an enemy Victoria's Own Corps of Guides (LA.),
conduct in action with a machine- Enlisting at the beginning of-the war, trench, shooting two Germans, and attached R.F.C. Awarded Military
Cross for daring flying.
capturing a third.
he rapidly gained promotion.
gun section.

STARLIN, Worcester Corpl. H. P. WOOD, S. Midland
Sergt. A. T. GRIFFITHS, Coldstream Trumpeter J. MOYLAN, Q.M.O. L.-Sergt.
Guards. Gained D.C.M. for gallantly Hussars. Gained D.C.M. (twice re- Regt. Awarded D.C.M. for tending Division. Awarded D.C.M. for the
rescuing [a wounded officer _under commended) and Croix' de Guerre wounded for a night and day, although cheerful, energetic, and fearless way
in which he performed his -duties.
his battalion had been withdrawn.
heavy fire.
for stretcher-work.

Sergt.-Maj. S. POSTON, Notts and Chief P.-0. M. S. KEOGH. H.M.S. Ark Gunnar R. COOMBES, Royal Field Corot. T. ADAMS, Royal Engineers
Derby Regt. Awarded D.C.M. for Royal. Awarded the Albert Medal for Artillery (T.F.). Awarded D.C.M. (T.F.). Awarded D.C.M. for regallantry in the field. He also served attempting to save the late Capt. Col- for brave telephone work at an obser- pairing a trench within forty yards
of the enemy.
vation post under fire,
let, D.S.O.. from a blazing aeroplane.
through the, South African War.
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Four Splendid Hussars Fight Two Hundred Huns

Though little news reaches us from the Balkan centre of
hostilities, spirited individual engagements are frequently taking
place. Such an affair as that graphically illustrated above is by
no means unusual, and proves the dash and vigour of the French
cavalry, in spite of forced inaction due to trench warfare. A

French mounted patrol was surprised near Pateres, south of
Lake Dairen, by a force of two hundred Germans. Two of the
party were killed and two seriously wounded, but the four cur—
vivors dashed through the two hundred Germans, cutting many
down with their sabres, and managed to reaain the French lines.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
XVI —The Cameronians. or Scottish Rifles
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PERMITS FOR TI-EE WAR ZONE.—Inhabitants of a village in the sector occupied by the allied armies in the Balkans procuring a
permit to travel on the roads used exclusively by the military, Such passes are provisionally granted to Greeks, rurks, and Jews,

W WORKY-6WOIAEWFRANCE
By

MARC LOGE and EL du TAILLIS

It is the women- of France who are winning the war for General logre. TVithout their, labour..:
laboui..
and fortitude, on, ally mighi,hate succumbed to the greater physical and mechanical, force-, of the:
Central En Aires. From yiidinette to, maYquise these" wonderful Latins have: forme c frthernseitiii'! into a national sisterhood, working fu France in every pliqse of endeavour, ever inspired, an,
t,k
no less- zealous for victory.than the Menfolk who are so truly worthy of them. The Editor of
WAR ItLusTRATED is Pleased' to he able to beer his readers the following absorbing article oitti„,
this subject by Mmes. du 'refills and Marc Loge, two eminent French women writers.

0

N women
those memorable
days of August,
1914,
the to been wounded. But, overcoming her personal ..an*.efv,
of France first
accompanied
their dear
ones
the duchess transformed her marvellous dwellings,,:in'ARe
the. town or village station, and waved them goodBoulevard des Invalides into a hospital, The umqtie ..watt
bye with a brave smile, belied by the tears which blinded
collections which adorned the reception-rooms ' at.e .pit
them. Then, when the train had started, amidst cheers present stored away in the garrets, in large pacilocrred
and hurrahs, they returned to then solitary homes cases, They are replaced by rows of white beds,---areanisl
Whence the man—their man—had departed. And they all which the duchess devotes herself. Seeing her thtiis
suddenly experienced a 1,-ague but very ardent desire to help
tenderly ministering to the wants of some poor Stiffer0,
to do their ' bit " for the common cause ; this desire has Who would recognise in her the great lady who, before Id
become even more intensified with the passing of months,
war, cultivated poetry with enthusiasm, and wbOst.i
The women of France—of France rejuvenated by the keenest pleasure was to group around her great, a:rid
heroism of its soldiers—have all adapted themselves with
obscure, poets ! Now, however, the poets of yesterday
out a murmur to the task, often arduous and painful, which are busy winning far more durable laurels, and the
war imposed upon them. The excessively Darrow code of duchess-poet is merely a nurse,
convention, which before the war had so frequently enMadame Adolphe Brisson, daughter of the faino4
compassed them, each in her particular social sphere, had
dramatic critic Francisque Sarcey (better known to thti>
been abruptly suppressed. They took a far broader view
Parisian literary set by the nickname of " Uncle Sarcey ,ry,
of what they could do—of what they would do. War, by and wife of the dramatic critic of - Le Temps," has .,pared
inflicting upon them all inneither her time nor her energy
discriminately, whatever
since the be,inning of the
might be their rank or age,
war. She is always to be seen
the same excruciating pain
in her white nurse's blouse,
of self-sacrifice, has revealedcirculating between the ant,
to them in all its truth the
balance of the University of
glorious meaning of the motto
" Les Annales," the famouS
of generous-hearted France:
literary weekly edited by her
Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.
husband, and the University
And, for more ihan eighteen
itself. Although she has been
months, not one of these
cruelly afflicted by the deaths
French women, having volunof her brother and of one, of
tarily assumed a task, reher sous-in-law, both killed in
sponsibility, or duty, has ever
action, she has not failed a
for a moment _thought of
single day to carry en the
Madame
Mlle. Valentine
Mine. Davie
renouncing it, in order to be
double management of the
Le \terrier.
Thompson..
Lesusur.
more free to sorrow and
hospital and University. And,
regret.
by a delicate attention for
nos allies les anglais,''
Ambulance Work
Madame Brisson has taken
In France few women of
care to provide the 1915-16
the aristocracy and bourgeoisie
pro<namme of the University
do munition work ; but they
with a course of English .
consecrate both their time
literature, in a series of dei
and means to the woaded,
lightful lectures delivered by
and to the innumerable
the poet Jean Richepin.
" oeuvres " war has necesA Literary Nurs6
sarily given birth to. Of a
A perfect personification o
truth a marvellous transan accomplished pupil of the
formation seems to have come
Mme. Adolphe M
Mlle. Stanislas
Brisson.
Meunier.
University deS Annales, which
over many society women,
for some ten years or more
who in those remote times
has ministered so zealously:JO
which preceded war were wont
the intellectual wants Of ,the,
to devote themselves with invoting girls of Parisian society, is Mlle. Stanislas Metinier,
credible fervour to the most futile pastimes. Bridge and
She is the daughter of M. Stainslas Meunier: professortango experts have now become-the most devoted nurses,
at the Museum, author of " Intelligence des Betes," and
and the golden book of feminine heroism already numbers
other works as delightful as they are instructive.' MIle
many pages which could be indefinitely multiplied if, side
Meunier is the type of the modern French girl, frank, keen,'
by side with the heroic actions officially consecrated by
direct. Simple, yet elegant, she is an, accorupli§lie-d
special mentions and citations, were noted all the sublime
musician, and possesses a very fine voice. Before thei .u44
deeds of charity, devotion and courage accomplished since
she lived a refined, intellectual life by the side of her iiioibir?
the beginning of the war by the women of France.
who has written several very agreeable novels. - )1ello
Amongst those whose energetic leadership and initiative
—nai
however, has transformed her into a humble, devoted
have been the most precious encouragement and example
Attires the Duchesse de Rolian. Her son. the_deputv, has
coini,m2a pa., ..=c.)'

OA,
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Ceaseless Medical Aid for Man and Beast

Every care is taken of wounded horses at the various veterinary hospitals in France. - This photograph shows a horse being
chloroformed prior to being operated upon by the doctors.

A Joint commission of the Allies has been inquiring into the means at the disposal of the belligerents for the transport of wounded
from hospitals at the front to the base. In this illustration members are seen in discussion with a Red Cross doctor.
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WAR WORK OF WOMEN OF FRANCE le°',:97.11,r eight hundred and thirty-six town children have benefited:
since August, 1914, by long sojourns in the pure country air.,
Having no doubt inquired into the state of the sanitary',
handmaiden of wounded soldiers. Since 1914 she has
been at the Ambulance Bossuet, in Paris, which she helped_ organisation at the front, the Generale Michel started a
Soldiers' Towel Service, which provided towels for the men
to create. At first she accepted the most humble tasks.
in the trenches. Madame de Broutelles, directress of the
To-day, however, she is " infirmiere-major " (head-nurse),
" Mode Pratique," very logically thought of creating the
and continues to give an example of noble-perseverance.
" Sou-a-Day " Fund, to provide
Madame Daniel Lesueur, the wellknown novelist, who has also trans- cr.._________________--() for the trousseaux of refugees, and.
to prepare linen for the thousands
mated Byron into French, thus
of little homes which will have to
already revealing her deep syrnsi
be completely reorganised and rethy for England and all things
constructed after the war. Madame
dish, created, a few days after the
Viviani, wife of the ex Prime Minister,
outbreak of the war, the " Aid for
directs the " Pouponnidre " at the
the Wives of Combatants," which
Hotel Biron, which is also the dwelling
has been working ever since. Canof Rodin.
teens were established in different
quarters of Paris, and the total
_Mine. Joffre's Great Effort
number of meals distributed gratis
it
Of course, Madame Joffre, the zbeexceeds 356000. • Madame Daniel
loved wife of the General-in-Chief, is
Lesueur added a Clothing Bureau for
amongst the most strenuous and
Refugees, which does great good.
0 untiring workers in, behalf of her
Adventure of a Scarf
husband's glorious soldiers. She
presides over at least ten different
Besides these . " oeuvres," which
t
Relief Funds " and " Aid Associashe directs with splendid competence
tions," and her private house is litand abnegation, Maclaine Daniel
trend with piles of cigarettes, proviLesueur finds time when at home to
sions, and woollen articles. These'
knit for the soldiers.
are repacked, under her supervision,
And while her husband, Henry
into small parcels, and sent to the
Lapauze, curator of the Petit Palais,
men in the trenches.
and editor of the review -" La ReMademoiselle Valentine ThonipSOn,
naissance Politique et Litteraire,"
whose father has been Minister .:cf
discusses with her the trend of the
Commerce and of the Marine in clitr
next number of the review, Madame
Daniel Lesueur knits those long
ferent French Cabinets, is in peace
[Cuuriasy of Ihne. Clura, Ricesalte
time a very successful writer. A few
woollen scarves which bring so much
comfort on the front. One of these General and Madame Joffre. The Generalissimo's years ago she brought out a book on
wife is among the mos t stre nuous workers for thegreat
g actress, Madame Rachel,
scarves has had a most heroic adsoldiers' w e i fa re
which met with keen appreciation,
venture. She had given it to a
young airman, from whom she recently received a letter, Since the war, however, the wounded have claimed all her
m which he told her that her scarf had just had its " baptism attention, and she has started the " Federation des Jouets,"
of fire." While attacking three German aeropIaneS the which depends directly on the " Vie Feminine," of which she
young airman's machine. was fairly riddled by shrapnel. He is the head. This Federation of Toys has been formed
himself had_ his jaw broken, as .well: as several teeth. And in aid of the mutilated soldiers of France, who can be taught
the " scarf is quite red with blood, as if wounded also ! "
toy-making, and thus provide themselves with a means o f
The last time I had the
living when their injuries
pleasure of seeing Madame
prevent them from resuming their former trades.
Lesueur she was - busy
Madame Charles le Vernier
knitting a new muffler to
send to her young friend
has proved of great help
as soon as he can recent,to Mlle. Thompson in this
mence his brilliant exploits.
undertaking liqui tirefin
Madame Millerand, wife
spirit which is certainly one
of the former Minister of_
of the characteristic traits
War, created ..the ' Blue
of the :reSolutelWornen of
4
Cross, of ' English origin,
France, she did not hesitate
and:. unknoWn. in France
to cross the. Atlantic and.
until'. the sufferings and
plead the cause ' of. the
needs of those dumb heroes,
' Federation des Jouets "
the war horses, had been
in IN7ew York. She carried
brought home to us in
with her some specimens
letters from the front. ,
of the toys made by the
Children have also apwounded, which were e. --pealed to the• kind hearts H
hibited at the " &tickerh, a
of the Women of France.
bocker Clubfr'`, and: atMadame Frank Puaux has
tracted much sympathetic
been for many years the
attention.
devoted president of the
Thus are the women of
" Colonies des Vacances,"
France doing their best to
thoSe holiday colonies
help and be uSefUL Thefr
where so many tired or
tireless efforts-have already
sickly little children of Paris
achieved fruition. No doubt
Madame Adolphe Brisson, daughter of the famous dramatic critic,
the ijuvenile and alert apfind the health they now
Francisqueearcey,
with Madame Lavedan, at their hospital duties.
enjoy. Madame Puaux
pearance which Paris still
deems, as did Michelet, that the " human flower is of all preserves, though less animated than of yore, is in great
flowers the one that needs most sun." When war broke part due to the impression of intense feminine activity
out, the " Colonies " opened wide their gates to welcome which strikes one continually. Every-thing gets done, and
not only the little Parisians who yearly visited them for it is the women who do it who are the worthy 'as,
a month, but also the children chased from their homes sociates of the men who are fighting in the sodden
by the cruel invaders, as well as little Belgian refugees.
trenches.
Thanks to Madame Puaux's untiring zeal, five thousand
MARC LOGE AND H. DU TAILLIS.
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Britons Happy in Possession of the Steel Casque

British troops wearing steel shrapnel—proof helmets marching along
communication trenches to the firing—line. (Official photograph.)

The spirit of victory. Cheering men of a battalion of the Durham Light Infantry. Most of these men are from Sunderland.
(Crown copyright reserved.)
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DEATH—PLUNGE OF ZEPPELIN L7,.--British submarine ready to give the ," coup de
grace" to the L7 after the airship had "bean shot down by two British cruisers—H.M.S.
Galatea and Phaeton—off the German coast on May 4th, 1916. After the Zeppelin had been
wrecked by fire from the cruisers, the British submarine appeared on the surface and

completed the work of destruction by gun fire. Subsequently a German cruiser came on the
scene, stood by the wrecked " gasbag," and hotly attacked the submarine. The E boat
submerged, and returned to port with seven of the Zeppelin's crew. More would have been
saved but for the fact that the German cruiser fired on the rescuers.

The lif:r Illustrated, 27th -1Iay, 1915
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Sentinels of the Skies : Naval Airships on Patrol
.

British naval airship returning to the flying ground after a long reconnaissance flight and about to settle gracefully on the
earth. A rope thrown down from the car is being held by a number of British soldiers.

Remarkably fine impression of a British naval airship, silhouetted against the sunset, as she glided across the night sky, patrolling
the broad highway of the air. (Official photographs issued by the Press Bureau.)

The Weir Must-rated, 27th May, 1916.
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The Tube of Death :Vivid Italian Battle Scenes

The Italians have originated a novel method of mining Austrian trenches on the Isonzo front by means of long tubes of explosives.
Bomb-throwers, who guard the attacking party, fording a stream.

Tube of explosive being carried across a stream. The men are protected by steel shields, while behind them is a bomb-thrower.
Right Safely across the stream, the mining party are seen taking the tube of death carefully through the undergrowth.

The explosion of the tube, causing destruction in an Austrian trench. This new method of mining enemy positions is fraught
with extreme peril to the attacking party, who carry the tube of explosive right up to the enemy trench,
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Faulty Shells and Spies on the Isonzo Front

Austrians hauling in unexploded Italian shells. The size and weight of these projectiles may be gathered from the large number
of soldiers required to move them even a short distance.

Two men suspected of spying in an Italian camp are being led in to the commandant for court—martial. Hand in hand they are
going down the mountain side to know their fate, a sure and quick death if the charge is proved against them,

VIE
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By River & Road Near the Russo-German Front

Germans rafting timber across the River Niemen, at Grodno, in order to build a temporary bridge to replace the one destroyed
by Russian troops retiring from the Warsaw salient.

ussian woman and her two Iittte children who, since their home was wrecked by the Germans, have lived in a cr ude shelter
built of earth and wood against the remaining watt of their ruined hem..

is one a ns t

r awn Pro, e Near Verdun
a

Deep enemy trenche

use sector and two captured Germane carrying one of their wounded. through a communication
after an attack on the French fines near Verdun.

The German figurehead at Verdun. The Crown Prince riding with Staff officers behind the German positions. It was reported
recently that the Crown Prince narrowly escaped death through the bursting of a shell from a long—range French gun.

'The War Plastratal, 27th May, 1916.
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To The Fighting Line via Marseilles Scottish, Australian and Indian Troops Enter. France

A contingent of British troops disembarked at Marseilles on May 8th, among whom wire a number of
Scottish soldiers, who marched to the music of the pipes.

Some of the Indian warriors who arrived at Marseilles recently logether with the Scots and Australians. The centre photograph
band of the new allied troops who are to aid in the deliverance of France.

Australians marching down the main boulevard of Marseilles. They were accorded a great welcome,
and each man was presented with a bouquet of flowers.

shows the

Scenes of great enthusiasm on the part of the French populace were Witnessed in the Avithue du PrSdo vas the Scottish,Australian, and Indian
contingent passed through the city on their way to the front.

ll'ur Illustrated, 271J 31u,y,

1916.

Music and Menu Amid the Debris o
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Battle

Scene in the music-room of a French chateau, stripped by the enemy of every ornament and piece of furniture save the piano, which
was left intact. One of the French officers is going through a solo, while his comrade is studying a book of music.

The ravenous hunger of Mars. Poilus an leave from the trenches attack their rations with conspicuous determination. Scene in a
retreat just behind the foremost lines, where the French are holding back the enemy.
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In France by Rivulet and Silver Birch

French dragoons on patrol duty. With the reconnoitring lancers suggesting a picturesque aspect of war, and the landscape typical of
Nature's allurements in Northern France, the camera has succeeded in capturing a scene that might be from the brush of a painter.

Scouting party of steel—capped French cavalrymen halting on the edge of a wood in the North of France to water their horses in a
Sunlit pond by the wayside after a long and dusty ride during reconnoitring duty,

DAWN IN THE FRENCH LINE.—As the first touch of red in the sky heralds the dawn
over the battlefield' amindescribable scene of enthusiasm +takes place in the foremost
French,line. The+N steel—capped'warriors + who have been on' guard throughout the night,
sleepless, resolute. and ever looking acr'ess the gloom of the neutral plain towards the

foe, cannot govern an impulse to jump the'parapet and shout for joy+that the enemy is still
held back. Irrespective of the danger in exposing themselves, these heroes of'France stand
up to salute the birth of another day, waving their steel casgues, and singing a line from
the " IVIarseillaise." and hoping that the Huns will be swept out of their beloved land.
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Does Germany Want Peace ?
By Our War Correspondent 17. A. McKENZIE
HERE has been during the past few weeks a revival of
peace talk. Germany has intimated, in indirect
fashion, that she would welcome peace negotiations
—on her own terms. German statesmen recognise that
they have little hope of a decisive victory. Each month
in which negotiations are delayed may make conditions
worse for them. Peace talk will, at the worst, they believe,
help to make them friends in America. It may do more.
The German terms are understood to be as follows :
Germany will evacuate Northern France and Belgium,
and will assist in the rebuilding of Belgium. Poland-it is not clear if this means Russian Poland or the whole
ancient Polish kingdom.. is to be made into an autonomous
State, virtually under German suzerainty. Britain is
to restore the lost colonies to Germany, but Japan will be
allowed to retain Kiao-Chau. Serbia and Montenegro
arc to recover their former territory. Constantinople is
to remain in Turkish hands. For the rest, everything is
to be as before the war.
Dangers of Inconclusive. Peace
These terms are, of course, impossible, even as a basis
for negotiation, They would mean that we had practically
thrown away all our work and all our sacrifices, and that
the issue of Ettropean unrest remained as before. Peace
on such terms would involve another European war within
twenty years. I have over my desk an extract from a
speech made by a famous American divine at a peace
meeting in the United States. The extract represents what
I believe to be the fundamental demand of Great Britain
and her friends : " We do not want the war stopped until
peace can be established en a basis of justice."
We want peace, but we want a permanent peace. Better
a longer struggle now and a definite settlement at the
end than a half settlement soon and further trouble later on.
What, then, are the likely conditions of peace front the
point of view of the Allies ? Here are some of the probable
demands.
BRITA IN .—The essential British requirement is that
the peace of Europe shall be guaranteed. The German
Navy must be limited, and the race for armaments which
precipitated the war ended. Some definite arrangement
must, be reached about submarines and Zeppelins, possibly
along the lines of a common world pact forbidding any
Power to construct or own fighting aircraft or underwater
boats. This will he one of the most difficult points of
settlement, but it is essential from our point of view that
Germany should not be allowed, when peace comes, to
prepare a vast submarine and Zeppelin fleet to launch
on us when she pleased. Australia will probably demand
the retention of the German Pacific colonies, and South
Africa will never consent to the return of German SouthWest Africa. We may demand the neutralisation of
Heligoland and of the Kiel Canal, and we will take
guarantees against Germany entering into hostile economic
arrangements against our trade.
No Indemnity from Germany
These terms, apart from the neutralisation of the Kiel
Canal, will probably be found to be the British minimum,
so far as we ourselves are concerned. It will be noticed
that they do not include many things, which have been
freely mentioned. I believe it unlikely that we will secure
an indemnity from Germany for ourselves. It would cost
more to get it than it would be worth, and whatever,
indemnities Germany can pay will be needed for other
smaller and poorer nations. It is unlikely that we will
seek to interfere with the German Imperial House or
dictate in any , ay the internal ref omit of Germany. We
are not trying to crush the German people. Nationality
cannot be crushed.
BELoitim.—The terms for Belgium are simple and unab
terable—the restoration of the Belgian territory and the
liberal compensation of her people. Our honour is pledged
to this, and I know no one responsible statesman in this
country who would hesitate to advocate fighting three
years longer if necessary to secure justice for Belgium.

T

FRANCE.—France asks the evacuation of her territories,
the cession of Alsace and Lorraine, and an indemnity. If
France had to choose between the recovery of her lose
provinces and an indemnity, she would choose Alsace
and Lorraine.
ITALY.—Italy's primary demand, is for the recovery
of the adjoining districts, " Italia Irreclenta," which she
feels properly and historically belong to her. The Italian
people would further greatly appreciate, in the resettlement
of Europe, the gift by France of the strip of territory to
the east of Monaco. There is some conflict between the
claims of Italy and of Serbia to the east, each desiring the
Trentino, but these have been probably already adjusted
in the diplomatic negotiations between the Allies.
Problems of Poland and Balkania
POLAND.--There is a general agreementthat the kingdom
of Poland must be reconstituted.- PbrariC-ag'ea separate
country was destroyed with a stroke of the pen.' by Napoleon.
It is to be restored in the_ twentieth century:2 It will
consist of Russian Poland, Galicia, and- the country to. the
north-west of Russian Poland which Germany took for her
share of the Napoleonic spoils. It will have its own
constitution, use its own language, and cultivate' its own
national institutions. This new State, or old State revived,
will be under the protection of Russia. But it is yet to
be decided whether it will or will not be a non-military
State, a latiffer between two Great PoweTsLwith its integrity
guaranteed by all. The revival of Poland IS in many ways
the most interesting of the developments of Europe that
will follow the war.
•
SERBIA.—Serbia has great ..ckeanis of her future. She
asks for nothing less than the union of the Serbs, the
Croats, and ,the Slovenes in one common kingdom,
declaring that these are by blood, language, and tradition,
no less than by economic and political conditions, one
homogeneous nation. This would create.' -a kingdom
spreading from the Rumanian, Bulgarian, and Albanian
boundaries on the one side to the boundaries of Italy on
the other, and would include Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia,
Slavonia, Dalmatia, and other parts. This was a programm,.;
formulated by the Serbian Skupslitina, (Parliament) in
November, 1914. It is a programme which inspires the
Jugoslays, as they call themselves, 'to-day.
RUSSIA —The main demand of Russia is for free outlet
into the Mediterranean through the Dardanelles. This
means in effect the neutralisation of Constantinople, or
the occupation of Constantinople and the Gallipoli Peninsula
by the Russians themselves. Quite secondarily to this is
the problem of the settlement of Persia, which is already
satisfactorily adjusting itself by the operations of war.
Future of the Ottoman Empire
One country that will suffer most severely in the making
of peace is Turkey, unless some very marked._ changes occur
in the Turkish situation during the next few moths. If
Turkey persists in herr- present course, she will find not only
her European possessions taken from her, but large parts
of Asia Minor also. Palestine will be given a chance of
developing apart from Turkish inisnianagenient.
Things can never be the: same as they were, any more
than Europe could renaain the same after the end of the
Napoleonic wars. Vast changes are inevitable. The fact
that Germany asks for what is practically, a restoration of
the status quo means that Germany doubts her ability to
carry out her first plans. The original German plans
included the creation of a great Central European kingdom
from the coasts of the Channel on the one side to the Black
Sea on the other, and with the German Emperor as supreme
ruler over all. Our serious plans never have and never
will include any such ambitious schemes. The fundamental
principles upon which peace terms will be settled will be
justice and compensation for the small nations that were
attacked and overrun, the restoration of nationalities, and,
above all, the protection of Europe from the possibility of
the recurrence of world war and untold misery ,at the
behest of 'a few ambitious Continental statesmen and rulers.
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By-the-Way Impressions from the British Front

On the roof of s shell—swept cottage:

A happy snapshot from the British line.
armoured motor—car at the front.

Right: An ironclad of the roads. British

Newfoundlander ready behind a machine—gun to give a U boat a warm reception. Centre : Private R. Woodcock, Royal West Kent
Regiment, who made a daring escape from Germany, and told his adventures to the King. Right: Private Cameron, Middlesex
Regiment, with the canary, found in Ypres, that was his pet for ten months in the trenches.

Shaving under difficulties somewhere behind the British lines in France. A sword is being substituted for the razor! Right:
Headquarters of a British frontier patrol at Salonika (Official photographs issued by the Press Bureau.)
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Three Grenadiers : Civilisation at Lowest Ebb

By various deeds has Germany forfeited her claim to be
regarded as civilised, but perhaps the most poignant expression
of her barbarity is the ugliness with which she hopes to frighten
tree enemies into submission. Poison gas, Germany's great

surprise, has given her every opportunity to look thoroughly
monstrous. One wonders what a human being of A.D. 2016
will think of the nation whose fighting men looked as sinister as
these specimen grenade—throwers in the German lines.

Tiss War Illustrated, 27th May, 1916.
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Beasts of Antiquity Engaged in Armageddon

Camel train about to leave Cairo for the frontier. The camel has proved an indispensable auxiliary to the Egyptian Army, both
as a " cavalry" mount and as a beast of burden.

Merry crowd of Australians in charge of the truckloads of Egyptian and Sudanese camels. Arriving at the rail-head on the east
or west frontier, the camels thence set off on their desert marches to the front.

Meal-time at the camel camp in Cairo. " Ships of the desert" leisurely partaking of their evening meal before entraining for the
front with the troops in Egypt. In addition to their transport work, camels are used for reconnoitring across the sandy wastes.
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The Martial Parade in Sunny Durban

South African Infantry marching through the streets of Durban on their way to embark for East Africa. The men of South Africa have
rallied splendidly to the Flag, to serve under the command of Lieut.—General Smuts and help to conquer the Germans' last " place in
the sun." It is interesting to note that General Smuts' force is composed of representatives from all corners of the British Empire.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lieut.-Col. R. C. B. THROCKMORTON, R. Welsh Fusiliers.

Capt. A. F. WiairEaIDE,
Canadian Infantry

Capt. A. TEMPLE,
Canadian Mounted Rifles.

Lieut. C. R. GODWIN,

ei Canadian Field Artillery.

Lt: Viscount QUENINGTON,

B. Gloucester Hussars (Yeo.).

Major N. E. LECKIE,
Canadian Infantry.

Major R. J. MUTRIE,
Canadian Mounted. Rides.

Capt. A. G. COWIE,
Seaforth Highlanders.

Maj. H. C. VAUGHAN-HAR- Lieut.-Col. H. HARINGTON„
BISON, Royal Field Artillery
Punjabis, Indian Army.

Capt. A. P. WILLIAMSFREEMAN, Lincolnshire Reg

ieut.-Col. R. C. Brabazon Throckmorton, Royal Welsh Fusiliers, attached Wiltshire
" Regiment, entered the Service in 1887, served at Malta from 1894 to 1896, and at
Aden from 1896 to 1897. He was engaged throughout the South African War, and was
present at the Relief of Ladysmith. He fought at Colenso, on the Tugela Heights, in the
Transvaal, and the Orange River Colony. Colonel Throckmorton was decorated with
the Queen's and the King's Medals with seven clasps.
Captain A. G. Cowie, Seaforth Highlanders, was the younger son of Brigadier-General
and Mrs. A. H. Cowie. He entered the Seaforths in December, 1911, when in his twentythird year. Captain Cowie was a fine cricketer, and got his Blue for Cambridge.
Lieut. Viscount Quenington, Royal Gloucestershire Hussars (Yeomanry), was Member
of Parliament for the Tewkesbury Division. Lord Quenington was the only son of the
first Earl St. Aldwyn, who died shortly after Lord Quenington was killed. Lord Quenington
had recently suffered bereavement by the death of his wife, the daughter of Mr. H. D.
Brocklehurst, of Sudeley Castle, Gloucestershire, and left a son, the present Earl St. Aldwyn,
who is four years of age, and a daughter of six.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action
or dead from wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion in " Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead."
Address : THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, Fleetway HOUSE, London, E.G.

Lt.-Cora. L. P. FREYBERG,
R.N., H.M.S. Russell.

Lieut. A. B. IRVINE,
Canadian Infantry.

Sec.-Lieut. P. C. BURTON,
East Yorkshire Regiment.

Sec.-Lieut. A. J. BENTLEY Sec.-Lieut. C. P. A. HERSEE,
Sec.-Lieut. J. E. BINNS,i
Royal Fusiliers.
Sherwood Foresters.
Wiltshire Regt.
Portraits by Barnett, Elliott ct, Fry, Lafayette, Lambert Weston, Swaine, atson,

Capt. H. D. BROUGHTON,
Cheshire Regt.

Capt. L N. INGLIS,
Black Watch.

Lieut. W. in. DuRte,
Royal West Kent Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. R. G. PECK,
Cameronians (Scottish Rifles).
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Germany's Piratical Crimes Exposed by Camera

.5.1r,king photographs of a torpedoed neutral ship sinking In the North Sea.
E. cats from a British vessel taking off the crew of the stricken steamer.

of the U pirates just before she sank. Inset: Some of the torpedoed shIp's crew swimming to the British vessel that
stood by to rescue them. These photographs form a cynical commentary on Germany's professed concession to America's protests.

The victim

BACK FROM THE FRONT TO CLUBLAND.—Entrance-hall of the Union Jack Club,
near Waterloo Station, immediately after the arrival of a "trench-train." Numbers of
battle-weary soldiers, tired, hungry, and mud-stained, just as they left the trenches, or
sailors newly ashore from a battleship Or destroyer, congregate here. Some are booking

bed-rooms—keen to enjoy the luxury of cool white sheets—others searching the letterracks. Then, a visit to the handsome dining-hall, there to enjoy a nenu se.n,3what different
from that of the trenches or the Fleet, and afterwards to adjourn downstairs to Smoke and
,-est in the comfortable lounge or play billiards in the saloon.

